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Candidates Clash At The Bushnell
Clinton's record in the past of
representing student interests.
For instance, Clinton has reEditor-in-Chief &.News Writervamped the student loan rate,
he has had a pro-student
Sunday night the Presidential agenda for the past four years
Debate was held at the Bushnell including the creation of
in Hartford, CT. Preceding the Americorps, the President's nadebate, members of the media tional service initiative that
and several party representa- gives students an opportunity
tives gathered in the basement to earn money for college.
of the Civic Center, only a short Clinton's new initiative is the
distance from the Bushnell. Hope Scholarship whose goal is
From approximately 7:15 to 8:00 to make the first two years of
PM, both politicians and party college as universal as high
representatives had an oppor- school.
tunity to comment on the upHis criticism of Dole mainly
coming debate.
concentrated on his past record
David Wade, a senior at that Wade referred to as, "antiBrown University and President student." He pointed out that
of the.College Democrats of Dole was one of the first oppoAmerica, commented on nents of the creation of finanClinton's commitment to the cial aid in the early 1960s. More
young student voter. When recently, Dole has worked with
speaking of his expectation for Newt Gingrich to cut $35 bilthe debate, he expressed his ex- lion of federal financial aid.
pectation that Clinton would
Alumnus Matthew Cini '96,
send the message to the young who works with Sam
audience, that he is the candi- Gejdenson's campaign team,
date that represents the stu- supports Clinton because," The
dents. Wade gave examples of world is changing and Clinton
BY AMY SHACKELFORD &
SARAH THORNTON

President Bill Clinton and Senator Bob Dole squared off last Sunday
with Jim Lehrer as moderator.
wants the government to
change with the future and Dole
represents the past."
Republican opinion of the
debate differed from the Democrats' opinion in several re-

Taking A Closer Look At What Trinity Students Think
BY LUCA LAINO

News Writer
Last Sunday night the world
watched as President Bill
Clinton and former Kansas
Senator Bob Dole squared off in
the first of two scheduled Presidential Debates, at the Bushnell
Theater in Hartford, CT. Despite
the interest this debate obviously generated, the question of
what it meant to Trinity's student population still remains to
be answered.
Outside of Cinestudio, where
a debate simulcast was held,
students were congregated and
discussing political matters
long after the debate was over.
Inside it was hot and noisy as
students reacted openly with
applause and laughter. There
were also numbers of students
in the Cave and the Jackson/
Wheaton lounge all watching
the debate.
Though there was obviously
great interest in the debate itself, opinions on its relevancy
differed widely among the students. "I found it surprisingly
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interesting. Both candidates
were able to put forth good arguments and the differences in
their respective approaches to
government were clarified to a
certain extent. Naturally there
were many questions left unanswered and there were statistics
cited merely for the purpose of
obfuscation, but it was probably
the best that the voters could
hopeforfrom these candidates."
said DJ. Min '99, "Pointless,"
quipped Marc Shef tel when
asked what he thought.
The issues of apathy and
voter dissatisfaction seemed to
be central in many students
minds. "I'm not really that into
politics, I liked Dobelle opening
it up though." said Eric
Waterman '99. "I don't give a
damn either way. Those two
suck." said jane Simmons '00.
Apathy and dissatisfaction are
apparently not solely products
of the Trinity community. Instead they seem to be endemic
to this years race at colleges
around the country. "Funny
enough, its the same story
pretty much everywhere on
campuses." said MTV's Alison

Stewart, who's crew was on
Trinity campus Sunday night
interviewing students.
Given the relative size of their
vote both candidates felt it was
important to direct a substantial portion of their message at
today's you th vote. A vote which
President Clinton won handily
in his '92 defeat of then President George Bush. Most Trinity
students seemed unimpressed
though. "Clinton's pretty much
a slimebail," stated Dan Gianoli
'99, "and Dole's really old and
stuff, so Tm not going to vote for
him."
Students also felt that the debate committees exclusion of
Texas billionaire Ross Perot,
who received 19 percent of the
vote in the '92 Presidential election, was less than Democratic.
"The voters have a right to see
every candidate and those candidates have the right to the exposure. I don't like Ross Perot,
but he should have been given
his shot," said Orlando Velazco
'99.
According to Trinity students
see DEBATE on page 9...

Trinity College and
CNN Polls show
Clinton beating Dole
in debate. See th(
official results and
q
stats. ,

spects. Whereas the Democrats
praised Clinton's Presidency, the
Republicans generally criticized his performance and
made a case for the need for
Dole's leadership. Charles Black,

CNN NEWS

Dole's top campaign advisor, admitted that Clinton is viewed as
the best campaigner, but that he
has failed to show his leadership in the past four years. He
see FACE-OFF on page 8...

Out SGA's Future
BY ERNESTO C. ANGUILLA

News Editor
Student Government Association President Paxton
Provitera '97 is quite excited
about the prospects of thenew
year. He has a clear agenda
that is aching for implementation dealing with issues ranging from initiating social
engagements with faculty
members to installing ash
trays along the long walk.
"Overall, I arh concerned
with opening better and bigger lines of communication
between faculty, students, and
the administration," said
Provitera in an. interview with
the Tripod, To this end, the
SGA will be sponsoring a forum whjchhe called the "Trinity Government." It will
consist of five students, five
administrators, and five faculty members and is slated to
go into effect in January, 1997,
The committee will be chaired
by Trinity College President

Read an exclusive interview with famous
rock 'n roll tennis star
Luke Jensen who visited Trinity last
Thursday.
17

Evan S. Dobelle.
When discussing this,
Provitera hesitated in taking
all o£ the credit for the idea.
"This has been thrown around
by the College Affairs Committee since last year," he
stated, "I'm just glad it's going
to happen,"
Provitera did not completely
win over the entire SGA with
this plan, however, SGA Executive Vicerpresident Mick
Nardelli '97, although supportive of the plan, did not embrace quite as warmly as
Provitera. "It's a no-lose situation," said Nardelli, He echoed
Provitera's sentiments that, if
successful, it will provide a
strong line of communication
' between the major entities
composing the Trinity community, "If it doesn't work,
though, we will not have created any major bureaucracies
and there would be virtually
no damage," said Nardelli.
Proceeding with, this lukewarm acceptance of the plan,
see OPTIONS on page 7...

Field Hockey team
defeats Springfield
and Colby. They continue on their romp
through the NESCAC
division
24
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What We-Learned...
The debate is over and the whirlwind that surrounded Trinity for the past week has
moved on to the next city. We watched the debates on the big screen from Cinestudio
and sent lucky representatives to the Bushnell as reporters, observers and helpers. Our
media coverage soared as students were interviewed by Alyson Stewart for MTV and professors made appearances on National Public Radio and C-Span. All people could talk
about for days was the debate and what part they would get to play in this historic event.
Today in classes, students and professors recapped the events of the weekend and the
question heard most often around campus was "what part did you play in the debate?"
So where does that leave us? Now that all the cameras and activity have traveled to the
next location, Trinity remains here in Hartford putting together the pieces of what happened this week. The college spent thousands of dollars to help bring the debate to Hartford. We were promised recognition and a chance to get our name spoken all across the
country. While MTV will broadcast a segment showing Trinity students and their views
on the debate, it airs at times when no sane person will be awake and watching, namely
2:50 and 5:50 AM. Meanwhile, none of the major networks covering the debate even mentioned our name as the sponsor, let alone broadcast segments from the campus. Getting
students, professors an the school's name on television and the radio is always exciting,
but it should not take $100,000 to receive the minimal coverage we are getting.
While Trinity's outside reputation may not take any major leaps as a result of the debate, there has been a significant rise in student pride and enthusiasm for Trinity and its
place in the world. Many students volunteered their time at the Bushnell in order to be
part of the debate experience. Others won tickets to the Civic Center presentation and
the Capital Steps comedy group. Those who could not snag a ticket to any of the events
crammed into Cinestudio on Sunday night for the viewing of the debate. Students not
only watched, but actively participated. There was laughter and applause as people really listened to what was being said and had strong reactions both praising and questioning the candidates. Often Trinity students are criticized for being apathetic and often
that is a justified judgment. But this time, we proved that something can excite us and
bring us together in support of Trinity and the power we have to make a difference with
our vote.
So, what did Trinity really get out of sponsoring the presidential debate in Hartford?
We spent a lot of money for promises that were not fulfilled and suffered disappointment
when a panel discussion was canceled and less than 10 debate tickets were made available to the college. We put a huge amount of energy into something that did not bring us
the fame and recognition we had hoped for. Instead, somewhere in all the craziness, Trinity students found a desire to be part of a nation-wide event happening here in our city...an
event that got students interested in.life beyond classes and parties and our sheltered world
here on campus.
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More Interaction
Is Goal Of SGA
To the Editor:
It has long been known that
the average college student
learns more outside the classroom than inside the classroom.
At Trinity, on the other hand,
students tend to learn more in-

...we believe we can create an atmosphere
that will allow students and faculty to
interact on both an intellectual level and
a social level.
side the classroom because they
are not provided with enough
opportunities to learn outside
the classroom. It is time for that
to change.
As the representatives of the
studen t body, we feel it is our responsibility to provide greater
interaction between the stu-

MANAMNG EDITOR

Hartford played host to the world's most staged
political event. We almost expected to see Nike and
Reebok logos on Jim Lehrer's lapel.

The "Teflon" President strikes again...
revives the ancient myth that anyone can
be president.

Dobelle ,

Evan for Pres. in 2000. He wears his Trin
tie more than George Will, but he is
making it happen for Trinity and
Hartford.

Parking

Felt like we were in NYC for the weekend ...Did Bill and Bob have to park in the
Broad and Vernon lot?
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Come on TCAC...all the frats are on
A "social pro"; someone needs to pick up the
% slack.'Pillow Talk'is considering joining
the Fantasy Guild for weekend fun.

Reading Week^One of Trinity's finest academic staples, it
_

A c a n ' t c o m e soon enough. •] •'• -

y

COPY EDITORS
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KatieKurzW

.finally mjjkgs the networks.
Where was Mayor Mike?
Why was he blinking? Something in his
eye or was he holding back his tears for
average Americans.

Clinton

PIW win. Wn-j.n BY 1m Suwsrs OF

Nrws EDITORS
l.rnesto C Angwlla. '99
Inn lung '99

Sincerely,
The Student Government Association

Score One for Bill" -T^sdapw

Dole

Elizabeth Perry *98

to interact on both an intellectual level and a social level. In
order to do this successfully
though, we need input from the
entire Trinity community.

Debate 96:
"Score One for Trinity and

Debate

Amy Shackelf ord '97

dents, the faculty and administration. However, this is not an
endeavor we can take up on our
own. By working with President
Dobelle, Dean Baker and Vice
President Mullen, we believe we
can create an atmosphere that
will allow students and faculty

FAX

POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned, or
anonymous letters will be published. However, names will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the. authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod,
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
•

Letters may be submitted via:
• CAMPUS MAIL:
• E-MAIL:
• CAMPUS NETWORK:

Box 702582
:
>
tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
, ,:
General Resources/Docex/'Tripod'
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Along The long talk
WHAT DID YOU LIKE MOST
ABOUT THE DEBATE?
LEAST?
SCOTT JOHNSON '97

"Dole's heartfelt plea to the
younger generation and his
original anti-drug slogan:
'just don't do it/The
Bushnell Bar wasn't open."
Additional Comment:
"I've seen better security at
a Dead concert."
NED RAUCH '98

"Clinton's poise...and his tie.
Dole's ankle-biting snips."

VANESSA PASSARELLI '97

' 'I went for a bike ride
instead."
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Minority Issues Revisited
To the Editor:

should go about doing that, Perhaps she, being the all knowing
junior, could enlighten a freshman on how I would be able to
identify people I didn't know.
Would it have helped if I had described what they had been
wearing? Come on now; let's be
realistic here.
Another idea that seemed to
come from an unknown source
is that of yours truly "holding
the entire Trinity community
responsible for what 1 have experienced"! did nothing of the
sort. My article was an opinion
article that reflected my experiences, but in. no way, shape, or
form did I mention anything
about holding Trinity respon-

same time, I would also iirge
her against making unwise
generalizations such as this.
They are harmful to both of
us; to me because others-may
jump to the same conclusion,
perhaps without even reading
the original article; and to
Janet because her credentials
may be lowered.
. •.
As for addressing the
wrongdoers instead of referring to them in a general
sense, I'd like to ask Miss Lee's
advice on exactly how 1

ture,"please cite quotes.
In response to Miss Lee's accusations about my making
generalizations, I don't believe
that I made any. This was an
opinions piece. My opinion.
Miss Lee is putting words into
my mouth. She appears to be
rebutting her own argument.
One that she would like to believe is mine. I regret to inform
her that she has found the
wrong person to take the rap. I.
simply refuse to take credit for
a position which is not mine. I

had specifically said that the
article represented my opinAfter reading the response
ion,
aad
mine
letter to my article entitled
only, ("...remember that they
"Freshman Reflects on Minordon't necessarily represent
ity Experience," 1 found mytheir entire race, a majority of
self completely taken aback by
their race, or even one single
the thoughts Miss Lee had
other person of their race.") I
formed about it.
also never said any thing about
having formed a concrete
It is extremely difficult for
opinion. This is yet another
me to believe that Miss Lee
example of Miss Lee opposing
read my article "several times"
her own argument. My stance
as she suggested. If she did so,
was clear from the very beginhowever, I'd like to suggest
ning: I'm just telling about my
reading it again after reading
experiences here. ("This article
this letter. Perhaps she just misrepresents the things I've exread it. Or perhaps she will
perienced here as an Asianchange her outlook on the
American student during my
matter. In any event, I felt the
first two weeks of college. 1 reneed to clear things up to Miss
alize that not everyone may
have experienced the same
things I have, but that's beMy article was an opinion article that
cause they're not me.") Don't
reflected my experiences, but in no
kill the messenger.
way, shape, or form did I mention
On to the proposed paraanything about holding Trinity
noia syndrome. I'd like to inform those of you who don't
responsible for anything.
know me that I'm not a person
who resents white people. I
Lee and any other readers sible for anything. Mainly bedon't just assume that people
who feel the same way. I cause there really wasn't anyare giving me smiles because
wouldn't; want there to be any one tabe held responsible. I was
they don't believe that I need
misconceptions. Therefore, I just telling my story. ("Many' to take a Chinese course. I do,
will run through Miss Lee's people talkabout not being able
like any other human'b
points one by one and show to imagine how it feels to be a
however, have h b
how what she has stated is minority student where the. figure < ? u t w h ; p ; ^
untruthful and her argument majority of students are white.
thinking whenvth<#.
to be unfounded.
That is mainly why I wrote such a way thXti?%iiouslji'
:
The first question that was this, to give them a glimpse of. ;conveys . r;|hfejr,,,->thoiights.
..
H ' ^ |
k
ht
raised in my head was where the other side")
on earth Miss Lee got the idea
The'issue Miss Lee brought:
jne", are thinking
that I felt everyone is a racist. up of my stating that "everyone • ;wi thout them actually speak("Unlike Shaion,hcwever, I do has been or is a potential, racing, Miss Lee?
not believe that everyone is a ist" amuses me even more.
Perhaps the most interestracist.") 1 would like to know Where is this idea comvnj
ing. ppin^gL^hacedL With
fgly puts more words
into my mouth by informing
us that some of her best
friends come from sheltered
little communities. Well I've
got news for you, Janet. 1 have
friends from similar backgrounds as well. I never said
that people from sheltered
communities are not openminded. In fact, my position
•was completely the opposite;
probable very similar to yours.
Yours Truly,.
Sharon Thor 'OQ

Debate Publicity Lacking
BY MATTHEW PRINCE

Graduate Opinion Writer

you could almost see it in the
background. But nowhere was
there the kind of publicity that
was promised a year ago when
Trinity was announced as a primary sponsor of the debate.
Remember, Trinity College
contributed $100,000 in order
to get the debate to Hartford in

the college and the city."
Wake forest did it right when
they hosted the Presidential Debate (1988?). They showed off
their campus, they established
a national reputation, and they
experienced a substantial increase in applications the following year. It's too bad that

I was excited to learn that
Hartford had been re-slated for
the Presidential rather than the
Vice-Presidential Debate as had
been originally planned. So I sat
down to watch it Sunday night
expecting to see, along with
millions of other viewers from
...the college community was told that
around the country, vistas of
our banner would be flown behind the
Long Walk, students walking in
candidates, that we would have a thirtyand out of Mather Hall, and dramatic views of the chapel —
second spot profiling the schooL
maybe at sunset.
But no - ABC, NBC and CBS
all failed to mention Trinity. the first place. In exchange, the Trinity couldn't do the same.
Now I'm not saying that we
Sure, MTV is going to interview college community was told
Trinity students, and sure, Presi- that our banner would be flown shouldn't have sponsored the
dent Dobelle appeared on CNN behind the candidates, that we debate—we easily got $100,000
with Professor Wall on CSPAN. would have a thirty-second spot worth of publicity and educaAnd yes, there was a college profiling the school — much tional value out of it. However,I
banner hanging in the press like those at college basketball do think that it is unfortunate
center, and I'm told that if you and football games, and that the that we.didn't take better adsquinted your eyes, cocked your debate would "raise the vantage of what could have
head to the left, and wiggled College's profile nationally and been one of the best opportuniyour fingers before your face, firmly establish a link between ties in the college's history.
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The Social Security Crisis Fence Sitters Begone
their own, named accounts. This share
would be invested in the private sector
Opinion Writer
to increase during their lifetime. Upon
retirement workers can choose from two
Will your child's economic opportu- options: live off 5 percent income from
nities be better than your parent's? Were capital and pass the rest tax-free on to
your parents standard of living higher heirs, or purchase an annuity, providing
than your grandparent's? Do you think more money during the retiree's lifetime,
Social Security will still be there when but not leaving an inheritance to pass on.
it is time for you to retire? All of these The 1st tier payroll-tax system would
questions make one think about the fu- remain, providing a decent retirement
ture and the frightening situation our system for the 20 percent of current Social Security recipients not working,
economy holds for us.
Inquirer and rejoinder of these ques- such as non-working spouses, widows,
tions was Sam Beard, chairman of Eco- disabled, and dependent children.
nomic Security 2000, a project of the
This transition from a pay-as-you-go
National Development Council. Last system to a funded system would proThursday he visited Trinity to speak to vide Americans with the chance to build
BY MARINA EASTHAM

This transition from a pay-as-you-go system to a
funded system would provide Americans with the
chance to build substantial capital during their lifetime
for the future.
Professor McKee's Urban Politics class.
He presented the chilling truth about
our nation's current Social Security crises and its tie to urban policies while presenting some interesting solutions. He
asserts that Baby Boomers are turning 50
at the rate of 10,000 a day. Thus the number of senior citizens only 15 years from
now will reach 40 million, then more
than 80 million in 2030 dependent upon
Social Security. Therefore, as the number of beneficiaries double the government also must pay double.
Yet, the work force paying the benefits
is not growing, and those who do work
will, as Beard asserts, "be asked to accept
a 60 to 70 percent lifetime tax rate!" Currently 12.4 percent oE our income goes
to Social Security. Can we afford to share
any more and, also, risk losing benefits?
Beard also illustrated by a chart how the
increasing share for Social Security hits
home by its effect upon urban life.
Money will be taken from the government funding of discretionary programs, such as inner-city business
finance, low-income housing, neighborhood centers, job retraining, headstart,
and research and development. This crisis is scary to the millions of Americans
who have no savings and rely on the program for retirement income. Beard
points out "Social Security is a sacred
contract between government and the
American people, and it must be preserved."
An alternative solution is to "capitalize" Social Security. The American
people would have the opportunity to
save the amount they are now giving to
the government in IRA-type accounts
under the Social Security umbrella.
While offering the ability to accumulate
capital for ourselves and our heirs this
still provides for the elderly. This would
involve a two tier system. The 2nd tier
involves individuals setting aside portions of Social Security payments into

substantial capital during their lifetime
for the future. The goal would be for each
American to set aside a minimum of
$1,000 a year. Beard also asserts even a
"high school dropout with a minimumwage job, paying about $6 a week into Social Security would see his savings grow
from $1,240 the first year to $5,000, to
$20,000 and over a lifetime to $100,000.
The hard work and investment will have
paid off."
By the year 20411, personally, will be
65 years old. It will be time for me to retire. As one of the more than 9 million
retirees seeking Social Security at this
time, if there is funding available, the resources of these funds will come from
workers paying a 60 to 70 percent lifetime tax fate and entitlements that cut
into essential discretionary programs for
the youth. Otherwise, if Social Security
is capitalized and I save my income tax
share of 12.4 percent every year since the
age of 201 would have, in today's value
of money, $150,000 when reaching 65.
This would be at least $1,000 every year
in compound interest with an 8 percent
growth rate, which is 4 percent inflation
and a 4 percent growth rate every year.
In future inflated terms the value of
today's $150,000 will be worth $1 million.
$1 million of my own money, for my own
retirement! Knowing I am investing
what would otherwise be used for taxes
will be going into my own account is a
way for me to be positive I have financial security for my future.
This security will be a billion dollar
transition evolving for possibly ten years.
Thus we must begin the Social Security
reform today. To ensure our retirement
security and protect current retirees we
must educate our peers, representatives
and Congress about Economic Security
2000. For more information about this
program you may reach Sam Beard at
(302) 323-9116. The future is in our
hands.

BY NICK MOREHEAD

Opinion Wtiter

Every find yourself lounging
amongst friends, halfheartedly engaged in absentminded chit-chat, one
eye and ear on the nearest distraction,
and the others on your day dreams?
Silly question, sure you have. It's a
funny thing, but, through enough
drifting in and out of that particular
state over the past three years, it struck
me how there exist those subjects that
have the amazing power of hush on virtually all those within earshot. A
(purely hypothetical) group of five to
eight people could themselves be scattered into three, even four sub-groups,
each with their own discussion going
on. Then, somehow, by sheer coincidence (usually), a name, a place, a subject with surprising significance gets
caught in the conversational net. Everyone knows that resulting pause, and
yon all know why its there: Whatever
that snagged subject may be, it's official, you have to talk about it, there's
no way ifs getting loose.
There are great possibilities in these
moments. They are not to be feared.
Just listen, and you will find out who ••
amongst your flock has the nerve to
speak up. Furthermore, you might actually discover the opinions and points
of view of some of your nearest and
dearest friends. (How many of you
know, with any degree of certainty,
your best pals stance on assisted suicide? (How many of you care?)) Or, Exercise your .ability to articulate your
own thoughts during these verbal
i strengthen your, very

ter? Have you ever tried, cocaine? So
then you wouldn't know, or would you?
Are there Ladies in the crowd? Start
this topic up and you will find more
people listening to you than E.F,
Hutton. Have youever slept with a professor? Would you? What if they were
hot... and came on to you? ( This is fast
becoming a blatant rip-off of 'Scruples'
the board game. So be it, it's a cool
game.) Do you see it as wrong for a professor and student to sleep together? Is
the professor the one who should receive the blame? Are we as college students somehow distinctly separate
from normal adults in our decision
making possibilities and personal freedoms? (Whoa there.) What are our
schools policies on professor-student
relationships? (That's better.) Try sliding such issues in with any stock conversation found amongst your typical
coeducational group of friends,
couples, ex's, triangles, fantasies, hookups, and other assorted Freudian delights, and you will see sheer focus
materialize out of mere gab.
Have you been reading the newspapers as of late? Perhaps you are familiar with the recent return of violence
between the Israelis and Palestinians.
Any feelings on that? How about if I
recite an honest to goodness overheard.
Recent, and from someone on this
campus, this is what I clearly and distinctly heard: "Palestinians suck. Syria
sucks. Jordan? Screw em'! Israel rules.
Class dismissed."
(Now what would you say)
What might my point be? (It's debatable). This is not trying to be a political essay in any way. I seek not to spark
the sleepy mass of apathetic readers

be silent, you can't lose! Befriend tne
chosen controversy with speech, and vote though). Nor is this some beyou -nominate yourself for President, tween- the-line commentary suggestBut, unlock arguments, door with.IIs-- ing a superior moral perspective and
tendng, and you're in the judges cbjiri-, genuinely, acceptable lifestyle (for
bers.,,; •
'.
.'•"•
• :
•. ' " Nader). I'd say that even after predict.;' I saw it happe'n 'a'gain the other ing a noticeably high surge in feeling
•night Yankee fens were reluctantly sit- and emotion, of opinion and arguting around tbx television. It was the ment, and even of the very need to
post season, opener, and yet they could write rhesemoving experiences down,
onlymuseaboutwhere they should be I know that this is not a mere promowatching the game. In. between the tional piece for the beloved Opinion
very vocal reminders of what sucks, section, Perhaps, after you size up
and the specifically requested display what's cut and dry, you see that it's a
of breasts, something happened. Sud- call,
denly, all oral activity ceased. With unThere are so many faces out there to
canny-timing; (and minimal volume), get in, so no matter who you are, you
, something was said, something which are bound to get in at least one of them.
weal? heard, something which made Do you have severe trouble offending
us all shut up. Was it a bad joke in poor others? Relax, sensitive issues ah/ays
taste, or an insightful remark on a cur- , seem to present themselves to us,
rent social-quagmire? Say that again? somehow. That leaves us, in our court,
What? Doc Gooden and Dar ryl Straw- with a ball, and one big, fat whopper
berry doing lines before the game? I of a question. What do you do? What
don't know It's possible. What if they you don't do, is run from the argument.
were? What difference does it make? Rather, ertibracethe squabbling spirit,
Who are they hurting the most with and you see yourself more dearly .Take
their pre-swing snorts of the breaking the reigns from idle silence, and you
ball blow? Does it make you play bet- will behold who the fence sitters are,

Doll house Review Misses The Point
To the Editor,
This is in response to your review of
"Welcome to the Dollhouse," the most
intense film I've seen since last year's
"Dead Man Walking." I believe your two
critics totally missed the whole point of
the movie because the flick was not intended to be a coming-of-age or an ugly
-duckling-turns-into beautiful-swanpicture as they might have wanted it to
be.
The film only focussed on junior high,
a time, considered by.many to be a scientific fact, when human beings are at
their worst to each other. Speak for yourselves when you say that junior high was
-never all that bad.

wore glasses too big for my face and I too
wore clothes that were just plain odd.
Also the fact that I was fat and wore
braces didn't help much to combat those
ruthless classmates who made my life

classmates would find themselves in jail
making license plates or pumping gas for
a living while supporting a spouse and
3 kids by the time they were twenty-five.
I don't know if those twirps are pumping gas today, but I have reasons to believe that I'm good looking. Of course the
/ came from a place where I was the shining star, but
morbid subject the film addresses is not
when 1 entered junior high, I was forced to make a
intended for kids. It was simply made
for adults like me who could relate to
name for myself.
that awful era when everything just
didn't go right.
my life, I came from a place where I was hell.
The last I checked, any film that rethe shining star, but when I entered junFor two whole years I forgot my name
ior high, I was forced to make a name for was Jose- it was either Train tracks, . ceives an R-rating isn't really intended
myself. And it wasn't easy when nobody Geekster, fat-boy, Pee Wee, or my per- for kids.
sonal favorite, Bertha. The only thought
gave a fat rat's behind who you were,
• .•
I can- relate to Dawn's situation be- that kept me strong was that one day I'd Sincerely,
cause when I was in junior high I too turn into this gorgeous hunk and my evil Jose R. Lugo '95

What I loved about the movie was its
brutal honesty because I left the theater
recalling my junior high- and it wasn't
all peaches and creams. Seventh grade to
me was the biggest transitional period in
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Conscious Minds
Should Trinity establish a permanent administrative position which would represent minority students' interests and concerns?
out a voice.
The problem with this suggestion is
two-fold. First of all, there would be more
than a bit of condescension on the part
of the administration if it were to suggest this position. .
Minority students are just as capable
as any other group on campus to speak
for themselves, to suggest otherwise is
both arrogant and presumptuous. Second of all, such a suggestion would be
purely politically motivated. Positions
like "Dean of Multicultural Affairs" are
RICK CODURI ' 9 9
some of the things that boost college's
Respondent
rankings, and you can sure as hell bet
that Swathmore and Amherst have simiI really wish that I could sit here and lar positions.
tell you that I would completely support
So why jump on the band wagon and
any effort to set up an administrative legislate when you can instead show
post designed to respond to the unique your confidence in a group of people by
interests and concerns of minority stu- letting them make their own decisions?
dents. I really do, because it would make If a minority student has an interest to
my life so much easier. I feel that any ef- pursue or a concern to be addressed, they
fort to see things otherwise could be should feel completely free to speak their
taken the wrong way.
own mind, and not have their thoughts
Now, I'm not so naive as to say that a filtered by a person who, despite the best
minority student's experience here at intentions, is still paid by the school.
Trinity is without difficulties. My opin- Maybe it's the staunch libertarian in me,
ion is quite to the contrary. Being a mi- but I cringe at any new position or legisnority student here must sometimes be lation that seeks to doforpeople what
they can already do for themselves. Cretrying at best.
Lets face the facts, Trinity is about as ating a new posi tion specifically for midiverse as a Mark Fuhrman dinner party nority needs would make about as much
held in honor of Jesse Helms years of sense as Ted Kennedy after a five mar"righteous" servitude. But is starting a tini lunch.

[Minority students] should feel completely free to speak
their own mind, and not have their thoughts filtered
• by *
p e t ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^
paid by the school
permanent post really necessary? I don't
think so.
The way that I look at it, to suggest
such an administrative position would
imply that minority students need a
voice. This I would agree with, because
every segment of whichever society you
may be frolicking in is powerless with-

absolutely the last thing that we want
in pur academic paradise. ;
"••„, .,-;•;
yVfe've: got so much going for us here,
great professors, beautiful campus; city
: life (for thosewhd appreciate it), and
;tHe opportunity; to do nothing:but
/study neat stuff,,and learn a/lot about1
ourselves along the ^ay'Bringin|gepgraphtd;and cultural diversity into this
campus cbuld only; be one more; piece
'myriad of ;di&reot opinions
:dersta^dings;atid new. expeH
^e;:;Nptsimply^

BY )6K SEUB ' 9 7

:: i Respondent/?.?

Ey :aflaucs;!; just •vvhat dc^stliai;: • /:

•ij^&iiyj^p.':^
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population that is primarily made up
of folks who come Erom th^ i>ortheast,
rope,

^ ^ ^ ^ ^
whjleat the same tiihemakirig trinity;
a;;p1aceiwhere''rninorii:ies°;are statistic
cally more equal participants in that
process.
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I'^uess thaj'hpngs me;ha;ck tp the.
p^vfiti6anygij

1

. So that's my take on things. Let people
take care of their own business, and
likely as not, things will turn out for the
best. If the school were toirnplementthis
position, it would be ineffective at best.
At worst it would work to undermine the
already deteriorating student body confidence in the administration.

•^s|siti!|pSiistyi:Ky^sKsi^tT'?toi'tt^

BY LANA ABRAHAM ' 9 7

Respondent

^grp^h^|;^|i|:||p;;fi®a^||||f^^|K
^p^ii^^iif^^sii^^i^i^ii^Bit

: ?v; justffieJt|;s;stip^Hiy!:;S|i§;|p^

EKM^S^^5^l(^^sii:^^^i^§^iM^^^SS3

As a minority student in college, 1 do
not feel that it should be a necessity to
hire an.administrator to handle minority affairs.
There are many outlets on campus for
students in general to go toforsupport.
,(i.e. The Dean of Students, Counseling
Center, etc.)
Some may be surprised to know, but
there are organizations that do have
knowledge on how to address or "understand" the concerns of minority students. In fact, two of the three Deans are
minorities! I believe that if the school
wants to spend money to "help out" the
minority students they should invest the
money in programs or forums that address specific issues or problems facing
the minority community.
I feel that this is solely my opinion— i t
reflects how I have taken my exper ience
here at Trinity as a minority student.
There is a possibility that there are particular needs or concerns that other minority students might have, but that I
don't share or am unaware of. As a person who, is generally for the human being, not for the way one looks on the
outside, I do not think it is necessary to
separate ourselves in such a way.
.

^•s^am^aigJMii^w-'!^^g^%trt-,--,•i^^g
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NEWS BRIEFS
Walkman Stolen In Mather
Sometime between Wednesday, September 25 and
Thursday, September 26, a Sony Walkman was stolen
from the Community Outreach Office in Mather Hall.
The Walkman was valued at approximately $50. It was
left in an unlocked desk. Campus Safety has no suspects
at this time.

Car Vandalized At Student Lot

MATTTHEW ELLIOT

Trinity College Voter Registration Coalition prepared to canvas
for increased voter participation.
KATHLEEN PIERRE

News Writer

The Trinity College Voter
Registration Coalition kicked
off their 1996 election campaign
last Saturday morning. The coalition, consisting of the Pan African Alliance, Student
Government Association, Trinity Women's Organization,
ConnPlRG, La Voz Latina, College Democrats, and Connecticut Housing Reform Collective,
sent twenty-five volunteers out
into Hartford in an effort to promote greater voter participation
in the upcoming election.
"We felt that this was a perfect time to get involved given
the heightened political interest
in the Presidential election. We
havealready championed voter
registration at Trinity and now
we are taking are effort out to
the community at large," stated
Sarah Francis, the chapter chair
of the Trinity office of
ConnPlRG. .
The volunteers who left from
Mather Hall around 12:00 p.m.

spread out to different sites
around the city including Charter Oak, the Hooker Day Parade,
Edwards Supermarket, and
Stop &r Shop.
Once they arrived at their respective sites, the volunteers
were split up into pairs and
given Voter Registration forms
printed in both English and
Spanish, and sent door to door."
It was hard, because practically
every other door was boarded
up, a fact I found particularly
disturbing given the fact that
this is the area which Trinity is
supposed to be revitalizing."
stated Kerry McKevitt '99 a volunteer who was working at
Charter Oak. Students at either
Edwards or Stop and Shop
spoke to people in front of the
store if they were registered.
Other students echoed
McKevitt's feelings. "Today I
talked to people who had no
faith in the current political system and felt that they had no
avenue in which to voice there
concern. 1 hope that through
my efforts these people will realize that the best way to ex-

press their political belief is
through the election," stated
Mike Reynolds'99.
In the end the volunteers
were able to register 87 people,
a number which far exceeded
their expectations. " It was ex- .
citing to see all the groups come
together. The results were so
positive, I could hardly have
asked for more," stated Francis.
Though there are no definite
plans at this moment there is a
good chance that the volunteers
will go out again next week, an
opportunity which Reynolds
relishes. "I am practically forced
by my conscience and my belief
in our democratic system to
give power to the powerless and
faith to the faithless. I will definitely be out next week. I can
hardly wait."
The Trinity Voter Registration Coalition is open to any
group or individual who wants
to get involved. Meetings are
held on Monday evenings in the
Community Outreach Center,
and you can call Sarah Francis
at x3510 for more information
or come by the office.

A car owned by a Trinity student, parked at the
Broad and Vernon Streets Lot was vandalized sometime
between 1:30 p.m. on Thursday, September 26 and 8:00
a.m on Friday, September 27. The car contained several
items of value that were left untouched. The only
damage to the vehicle was a broken window.

Laundry Thief In Stowe
On Sunday, September 29, three pairs of jeans and a
shirt were stolen from a dryer in the Stowe Laundry
Room. The items were valued at approximately $200.
Campus Safety has no leads as to who might have done
this as of yet.

Burglary In Freshman Dormitory
On Tuesday, October 1, a student residing in Jackson
109 went out for dinner. While he was gone, an assailant
entered the room through the window and stole an IBM
portable computer and several compact discs valued at
approximately $5,000. Campus Safety and the Hartford
Police Department are investigating possible suspects at
this time, including another Trinity student who was
seen entering that room through the window earlier
that evening. They hope to conclude the investigation
by the end of the week.

Nude Man Terrorizes High Rise
On Sunday, October 6, at around 6:00 p.m. a Hispanic
male was seen exposing himself by a resident of High
Rise. The resident contacted Campus Safety who
responded to the scene. A foot chase ensued and the
man was apprehended by Officer Chris Wooley of
Campus Safety. He was then turned over to the Hartford
Police Department and later identified as Steven
Waterman, 39. He is being charged with public
indecency.

Trinity Recognized In Annual

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
No Smoking at Gettysburg
A new smoking policy went into effect at Gettysburg College, in Gettysburg, PA
this semester. Expanding on the previous policy which prevented smoking in all
academic and administrative building, the Student Life Council (SLC) last Spring voted to
prohibit smoking in the residence buildings as well. Tills means that smoking will be
prohibited in all first year dorms, and will only be allowed in the individual rooms of
upperclassmen. This new policy was pushed forward by Chemistry Professor Alex •
Rowland who was struck by the fact that dormitories were not included in the b a a
"The ventilation is just as poor in the dorms as it is in the other buildings," Rowland
stated. Reaction among the students was mixed, but some students felt that prohibiting
smoking in the private rooms of some people was going too far." I think this school had
better get a hold of themselves/' stated K.C. Orfe '98.

Colby CCC Calls Rally to Combat Racism
The Colby Campus Community Committee recently called for a campus wide
rally to be held in front of the Miller Library in response to the racist and anti-semitic
incidents that were reported at Colby during the week of September 19th. The racial
epithet; discovered by a Woodman Hall HR, was written on a poster of Josh Wbodfork '97,
the Student President at Colby. Wbodfork ,who is black, had the word "nigger" scrawled .
across his picture. Colby President Cotter immediately responded to this incident in a
written statement which stated that he and others were, "outraged, to think this incident
has occurred on our campus when the Colby community at large is united oh the need to
fight racism, and to honor diversity." Immediately following this statement another
student in Woodman reported that a swastika had been, drawn on her message board. In
an effort to get to the bottom of this incident the Colby community has called the State
Attorney General's Office, but as of yet there are no leads. :
..

Random House has announced that Trinity College
has been recognized in the 1997 edition of the Princeton
Review Guide to the Best 310 Colleges. The review is
based on a survey of 56,000 students nation-wide, asking
how the students rate their faculty, administration,
dorms, food, campus life, and more. The book is priced
at $18.

Parties Respond To Debate
Both the Republican and Democratic Parties were
quick to respond to last Sunday's debate at the Bushnell
in Hartford.
In "The College Democrat" a publication produced
by the College Democrats of America, claims victory for
their party and ridicules Dole for a comment regarding
the musical group Pearl Jam. "Again angling for the cool
image, Dole announces that he's looking forward to
checking out Pearl Jam," said the release, "'I know Pearl
from her days as a lounge singer in Topeka,' said Dole to a
confused audience."
The Republican National Committee countered by
issuing a release entitled "Dole's Vision For Young People
Highlights Presidential Debate." RNC Chairman Haley
Barbour claims that Dole's economic plan is the means
by which young people can attain affluence. "Bob Dole
tonight made clear why he is the best choice to lead our
country into the next century," said Barbour, "He is
fighting for the future of our nation's young people."
This youth-driven message coincides with the Young
Republican National Federation's "Operation American
Dream" initiative. It is designed to be a get-out-theyouth-vote effort with a national scope.

written and compiled by
Ernesto C, A nguilla
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Provitera; Nardelli Discuss Options For Future
continued from page 1
wrong with SGA, our agendas, or just to
SGA Representative Gill Taylor-Tyree '99 complain about something wrong in the
stated that he was confused when it was school in general." He hopes to hold these
brought up during session. "I don't feel forums weekly.
there is a need for this," said Taylor-Tyree,
Provitera indicated that the SGA
"Anything that can be discussed inside Steering Board, which sets the agenda for
this elite group can be discussed among each regular meeting, will now be meetthe whole SGA... That's what we're here ing on Thursdays so that the Represenfor," Taylor-Tyree did agree with tatives will have an opportunity to object
Provitera when it came to SGA function- or take action in altering each week's
ing as an intermediary between the fac- agenda. This was not possible in the past
ulty, the administration, and the as the Steering Board used to meet just
students. "1 think this is the sort of role prior to the general meetings.
we need to take," said Taylor-Tyree, "AdAs far as the SGA "line-up" for this year
ministration and faculty members have goes, Provitera is quite satisfied with the
dismissed student views in the past." He enthusiasm of his colleagues. He said
hopes that more talk will lead to a mu- that everything has run smoothly thus
tual understanding over a range of is- far and he does not foresee any potential
sues.
problems. "We know where we're comAlong the lines of Provitera's "commu- ing from and what we're doing," he said,
nication expansion" goal, he said that "We have a direction now."
SGA will soon be sponsoring "pub
The respect and. admiration that
rounds" in the Bistro. He described it as Provitera seems to hold for his fellow
an opportunity for students to sit with SGA members seems to be reciprocated
their professors in a relaxed atmosphere by some members. "Paxton is the best
and debate/discuss various issues. The President 1 have seen in my four years on
first of these will be held in conjunction : SGA,''said Nardelli. He is very happy
with the Debate Team, in an effort to give with the relationship between himself,

"Paxton is the best President I have seen in my four
years on SGA. . . We are not going to see the sloppy,
inefficient leadership that has plagued the SGA... in the
past" -SGA Executive Vice-President Mick Nardelli '97
the discussions structure. "It's a chance
for students to sit around, have a beer
with their professors, and shoot the
breeze," said Provitera. •:
SGA will also be sponsoring "open
mic" Forums, the first of which will be
held tonight at 10:00 p.m. In the Washington Room of Mather Hall. "We used
to have them and people consistently
showed up," said Provitera, "They're a
chance for students to tell us what's

Provitera, and the two other members of
the executive board. "We are not going
to see the sloppy, inefficient leadership
that has plagued the SGA executive
board in the past this year," said Nardelli.
Taylor-Tyree was also prolific with
complements when it came to Provitera's
ability to gloss over personality conflicts
within the senate. "Last year there were
a lot of conflicts that were hard to get
away from," said Taylor-Tyree, "Paxton.

has gotten us away from those sorts of
problems."
This sense of teamwork has contributed to satisfaction that appears to be
present among some of the SGA members. However, Nardelli was concerned
that there is a lack of involvement

tract specifies no other bookstores in
Mather," he said, "It doesn't say anything
about bookstores elsewhere on campus."
There are no firm plans to establish a
third campus bookstore (Gallows Hill
Bookstore being the second) as of yet.
Provitera is also concerned with im-

"I don't feel there is a need for this [Trinity Government].
.. Anything that can be discussed inside this elite group
can be discussed among the whole SGA; that's what we're
here for." -SGA Representative Gill Taylor-Tyree '99
among some of the younger classes; specifically the junior and sophomore
classes. He stated that attracting some
new blood into the leadership needs to
be a priority but this cannot be achieved
by conducting membership drives and
things of that sort. "Other organizations
can target their energies toward groups
of people who they believe to be appropriate to their group," he said, "Exactly
who makes a good SGA member?" He
hopes that students will volunteer to
become involved once they see the improvements that have been made.
Provitera pointed to the initiatives to
he outlined to link faculty, administration, and staff as a possible way to appeal
to new members.
Among this broad, ambiguous agenda,
Provitera also went into some more specific SGA plans for the year. He mentioned that SGA will be investigating the
possibility of opening another bookstore
to rival the Trinity College Bookstore located in the basement of Mather Hall.
"The prices there are too high and the
return amount is also unacceptable," he
said.
Provitera would like to see a studentrun store with lower buying prices and
a higher return amount percentage.

proving the housing crunch situation
and Hudson Street housing. "Some
people love it there, some hate it," he said,
"I want to be able to find rooms here on
campus for those who hate it at Hudson
Street." Provitera cites that rooms continue to open up on campus and Hudson
Street residents should be moved into
those as soon as possible. "ORL [Office
of Residential Life] is having lotteries for
Hudson Street residents regularly, but 1
know there are more rooms available," he
said.
In their efforts to define the need for a
student government association, both
Provitera and Nardelli expressed the
need for a body that understands the system of accomplishing tasks bureaucratically on campus. Nardelli pointed to the
recent party on the Life Sciencesquad as
an example of this. "We knew exactly
who to see about obtaining all the components for a successful event," said
Nardelli. He wencon to state that thestudents need a body to act in this capacity
because every student does not have the
time to get to know every administrator.
"I also want people to look on us as
policy-makers," added Nardelli. He was
concerned that the student body did not
get the impression that SGA is a one-di-

Political Point - Counterpoint
This week's issue: ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION.
From the Left...

From the Right...

"Illegal immigration is just that, illegal and therefore the U.S.
Government should take the necessary steps to control the
problem. But the answer is not what Governor Pete Wilson (RCalifornia) came up with. Denying education and health care
to the children of illegal immigrants does nothing to solve the
problem and all it does is punish innocent children. A four year
old girl brought to this country by her parents shouldn't be
denied education or the preventive medical care that could save
her life just because her parents broke the law. Instead lets look
at the reasons immigrants come to this country. They are leaving situations where their economic future is bleak. Let's focus
on the root of the problem and invest in these areas in order to
stabilize them politically and economically instead of putting
a wall up around our borders. This country has a long and
proud history as a place where immigrants come and make a
good life for themselves. All. of us would not be here if America
had been an isolationist country. This is not a Democrat-Republican issue, public figures from Mario Cuomo tojack Kemp
have denouced Proposition 187."

"First let me start off by saying that the Republicans, as well
as the Democrats, are for immigration. They both believe that
everyone has an equal chance to share in the same ideas and
opport unities provided by America. Immigration is what built
this country to what it is today: a melting pot of cultures filled
with freedom and opportunity. But what the Republican's are
against is the idea of immigration being illegal, for the following reasons:
"When people enter a country illegally, they immediately become part of the underground economy. The government doesn't have a way to account for them. As a result, they
don't pay taxes. If ten people pay for a service, but there are
twenty people using that service, then those that pay are only
reaping half the benefits. This isn't fair to those abiding by the
law Illegal immigrants are hard workers— it's the only way they
can survive in this type of environment. But financially, they
don't contribute to society through taxes,
"Illegal immigrants are also potential threats of diseases,
A secretive entrance into a country is unregulated and could
be the start of a major, medical catastrophe. Consider illegal
immigrants entering the school system; not only do they take
up space for the children whose parents pay for the service in
the form of taxes, but they have the potential to endanger other
children."

-Trinity College Democrats

-Trinity College Republicans

Editor's Note- The views expressed in "PoliticalPoint -Counterpoint" are not necessarily the views heldby ^ e Tripod or itsstaff. They should not be taken as such.
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Clinton & Dole Face-Off While t h e Nation Watches
continued from page 1...
expressed Dole's qualifications as a better choice for the young voter because of
his plans for economic growth, a tax free
education and an educational IRA
which would help more Americans afford a college education.
Other pre-debate Republican sentiments reflected their positions on
Clinton's failure as President, especially
in respect to his handling of the drug
situation. They pointed out his lack of
enforcement on drugs and pointed out
that it's important for America to see
Dole as more of an enforcer and tougher
on crime.
At 8:00 PM the politicians and party
representatives left the Civic Center and
headed to the Bushnell for the debate.
The media remained at the Civic Center
to watch the debate via monitor. All fifty
monitors in the Civic Center and the
twenty monitors in the Bushnell were
provided by SNEX along with all of the
phone jack installations.
The debate began at 9:00 with a brief
introduction by Jim Lehrer, the mediator of the debate who also hosts "Thejim
Lehrer Hour" on PBS. President Clinton
and Senator Dole exchanged a pleasant
greeting at the debate's introduction.

added that he would try, "to make this
campaign and this debate one of ideas,
not insults." He mainly concentrated on
his victories as President and what he
would do to further improve the nation,
highlighting his tax cuts for working
Americans, looking towards improving
Medicare Medicaid, his ban on assault
weapons and passing welfare reform and
looking to move Americans from welfare
to work. His priority, he pointed out, was
education and building a "bridge to the
21st century."
Senator Dole began his opening much
the same way as Clinton, thanking the
city of Hartford. Dole concentrated his
statements on the people of America,
trying to sympathize with their plights.
"I know millions of you still have anxieties. You work harder and harder to put
food on the table." Dole did not concentrate on specifics in his opening statement, but rather he pointed out concerns
that he felt effected American society as
a whole. In the conclusion to his opening statement, Dole said, "And I promise
you tonight that I'll try to address your
concerns and not try to exploit them."
The debate concentrated on the state
of the union after Clinton's Presidency,
health care issues, foreign policy, educa-

ering drug addict.
Other major issues debated were education and tax reform. Dole reviewed his
education plans to do away with the Department of Education and instill a
voucher program at the federal level.
Clinton argued for the importance of
supporting public school teachers and
bridging public schools to the future by

sive for most of the debate and that he
failed to support his arguments for his
fight against drugs. He pointed out that
Dole was successful in his debate style,
that he seemed to, "look right into the
camera and talk to peoplc.in their living rooms," and that he appeared to be
himself: a person of, "trust, a person of
his word." Governor Almond seemed ex-

"And I promise you tonight that I'll try to address your
concerns and not try to exploit them." -Senator Bob Dole

connecting all American schools to the
internet by the year 2000.
As far as tax reform was concerned,
Dole proposed a fifteen percent tax cut
across the board, which he called a,
"Main Street Tax Cut." Clinton refuted
this plan, claiming that it was not "practical" and endorsed his own balanced
budget plan which would not target
health care or home buying.
Overall, the two candidates appeared
cordial and there were several instances
of humor from both the President and
Dole. In their closing statements, Clinton
referred back to his accomplishments as
President and encouraged Americans to
look to the future and help him "build
the bridge to the 21st Century."
Dole spoke to the young people in
America,
asking them to concentrate on
"I promise to make this campaign and this debate one of
the world they will live in and encourideas, not insults." -President Bill Clinton
aged them to stay away from drugs by
saying, "Just don't do it." His last words
During the commercial break, Lehrer tion, and issues of drug control, the one pointed to his page on the world wide
described the technicalities of the tele- area in which the candidates' became the web, where he invited all young Amerivision broadcast.
most personal Dole stated, "I won't com- cans to take part in his vision for
The rules of the debate were described ment on the thing that happened in you America.
to the candidates at the beginning. Each administration or your past about
After the debate, several politicians
question was split into three parts: a 90- drugs." Clinton retorted, "Let me remind and party representatives returned to the
second answer, a 60-second rebuttal and you, my family suffered from drug abuse. Civic Center media headquarters to
a 30-second response. The candidates . I know what it's like to see somebody you comment on the candidates' perforbegan with their opening statements. love near death, lose their lives, and I hate mance. The Republicans were generally
President Clinton began by thanking the drugs, Senator." This comment spaTked pleased with Senator Dole's performance.
people of Hartford and praised Dole for, a personal note for Clinton whose father Governor Lincoln Almond of Rhode Is"his record of public service," but then he was an alcoholic and brother is a recov- land felt that Clinton was on the defen-

cited to pursue the polls in the next few
weeks, for he felt that Dole's performance
would greatly help his race for the Presidency.
Senator Allen Wheats from Virginia
felt the opposite from Governor Lincoln.
He thought Clinton gave a strong performance that, through his reflections of
his record, he clearly defined his beliefs.
Wheats felt strongly that all the issues
Dole currently supports, he did not
when the legislation first came out.
Wheats was adamant that we need a
President who supports the correct legislation now and not twenty years down
the line.
Special Assistant to the President,
George Stephanopolous, agreed with
Almond's statement that Sunday's debate would help the race, but for the
President. He noticed that the President
was relaxed and cheerful and the Dole
looked more nervous and stiff. When he
was questioned by the press if Dole's humor would help his appeal,
Stephanolpolous replied, that he was not
worried about the effect it would have on
the race, "More jokes, less votes."
Trinity sent several students to the
debate, Those who attended won their
tickets through a lottery and included:
David Messinger '98, Bill Bickford '97,
Scott Johnson '97, Jennifer Antorriazzi
'99, Sean Berry '97, Cynthia Collius '00,
and Catherine Simpson '99.

I £ you c o u l d 9 y6u

Macintosh. More affordable than ever.
With low student prices on Macintosh'computers, you can start doing whatever it is
you want to do. And to make it even easier for you to purchase a Macintosh, apply
for the Apple" Computer Loan. So you can take home a Mac,* and you won't have
to make a payment for 90 days? How do you get started? Just visit your campus
computer store today and pick up a Mac.
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Polls
Indicate
Clinton
Crushed
Dole
In
Debate
In a poll conducted by the Trinity College Office
Of Marketing and Public Relations of those who
attended the live simulcast in Cinestudia..

HUUPPOU.
Regardless of which candidate
you happen to support,
who do you think did a better
job in the debate mMM Clinton
or Bob Dole?

Of the 294 total respondents...
84 % believed President Clinton won the debate.
16% believed Senator Dole won the debate.

Of the 153 female respondents™
36% believed President Clinton won the debate.

•4

14% believed Senator Dole won the debate.

•

Of the 141 male respondents....
82% believed President Clinton won the debate.
18.% believed Senator Dole won the debate.

',*•••<

DOL
This poll was supervised by Vice-President of Marketing and Public Relations
Linda Campanella through the help of six student volunteers. For further
information, please contact the Office of Marketing and Public Relations.

Sour Response From
Some Debate-Watchers

Sampling Error +/-49Spts

H & L Package Store
****175 Liters****
Popov
$11.99
Jim Bean
Smirnoff $16.99
Old Crow
Finlandia $22.99
Gapt. Morgan
Dubra
$9.99
Palo Viejo Rum
Windsor Canad, Seag 7, Calv Xtra
****

ri

LAURA BLACKWELL

$18.99
$14.99
$19.99
$15.99
$14.99

****

a7B0TOeS '
Several Trinity students at a pre-debate pep rally last
Wednesday.

*

$8.99*

Natural Light - Bottles
$10.99*
Babst Blue Ribbon - bar bottle
$8.99*
*Plus Tax and Deposit

continued from page 1...
Clinton, won the debate hands down, a
statistic which does not bode well for
the Dole campaign. Many experts felt
that Dole needed a decisive victory in
order to revitalize his flagging campaign, a victory he failed to get if the
Trinity opinion is any indication. In a

opinion was many students dissatisfaction with Dole's sometimes thinly
veiled attacks on Clinton's term of office and found it unbecoming of the
former Kansas senator. Students on the
other side of the fence felt that Clinton
evaded many questions. "He [Clinton]

". . .Both candidates were able to put forth good
arguments and the differences in their respective
approaches to government were clarified to a certain
extent" -D.I Min '99
poll which was conducted minutes after the conclusion at the debate 84 percent said that they felt that Clinton won
the debate over Dole. Furthermore 86
percent of women picked Clinton, another disheartening result for Dole who
feels he must court women's vote in order to overtake Clinton. In addition 82
percent of men at Trinity also felt
Clinton won. One reason given for this

****,12 Pack Bottles',****
Bass Ale
$12.99*
Corona
$10.99*
Molson Golden, Molson Ice
$9.99*
* Plus Tax and Deposit
MICRO BEERS - MIX ANY SIX FOR $7.99'
YOUR GHOICE FROM 40 VARIETIES
TJus TQ^' and Deposit

kept saying the same thing over and
over again without really answering a
question." James Mattison '99.
The students interviewed admitted
however that their vote was already decided prior to the debate, barring some
earth-shattering revelation, which
would indicate that no matter what either candidate said it would have minimal impact on the election.

-
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Kegs and Party balls available

247-9138

Visit your campus computer store for
the best deals on a Mac.

Power Maplntosh'7200
PomK'601/BOMIIt/lCMB HAM
IJGBMCD-WM/15'diipltty

Power Macintosh' 5400
PowerPCS03e/120tlHz/l6MBRMI
1.6GB/8XCD-ROM/15''display

%

Trinity College Computer Store
MCEC Room 115
Monday-Friday 9:30-3:30
297-2007
http://vAvvv.trinooll.edu/~cstore

Free one-year Apple warranty.

mmaitmmxrm orMndpaltdl be muindfor 90 days. Inleresl accruing during this 90-dayperhd mil bt added to theprincipal and uill bear inleml,uikb tall be included in llx repayment scbd
n*m&AmilhhMyinmlofS45.66forttePowerMaei200/ffls$stm<saneslimt>basedonalolallmiammnt
Ml•Sm I n u m a l £ a stmad of1$%. Monthly payment and APR sham assumes deferment of principal and does not include stale or local sales tax, The Apple Compuler loan has an 8-year loan lem with no prepayment penally and Is subject to credit approval, ttonlhlypayleiraii OTOSJUUI ,n
v ,, mwim^ sye mtj /O0!/ saiiS /flwJ atlli a fang, /„ ii)t nmihly variable inleresl rale. ©19S6 Apple Compuler, Inc. All rights reserved. Appk the Apple logo, AppleCare, iMserWriler, Mac, Macintosh, Perform, PotserBoai, Power Macintosh and
is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. PowerPC Is a trademark of International Business Machines Corpomlltm, used under license therefrom.
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Breto
Fine Food

24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860) 278-4334 (860) 278-4527

Sides & Salads

Pizzas

Topping ....$ .50 Maricoppi Bread
loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic
Topping ....$1.00 Aandlarge
herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
Topping ...$2.50 Chef Salad
Greek Salad
Toppings
Tuna Salad
Antipasto
Onions
Mushroom
Tossed Salad

Small (12")
$ 5.00
$ 8.00
Large (16")...
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00

Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives

Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon

Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies

Peppers

L

Sheet

Red Veggie Design . . . . . $8,50/13.00/23.00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh tomatoes, etc.

White Veggie Design..... $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

Cajun Shrimp Pie . . . . . . $10.00 /15.00 /29.50
Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

M a x ' s Preferred . . . . . . . . $8.50 /13.00 / 23.00
Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

Hot for the Heart

$8.00 /12.00 / 23.00

Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.
An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.

.
!

Cheese + 1 Topping
Only $15 tax incl.

278-4334

!

°y ro

|
|
j

1 can soda + bag chops
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334

J

Large Pizza

Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
.$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

BLT
Meatball
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami
Pepperoni..
........
Tuna
Ham & Cheese
Sausage
Meatless...................
Eggplant
Italian
Roast Beef
Turkey
Veal.
Turkey & Bacon
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami
Steak & Cheese
Gyro

$8.00 Plenty for two!

jj

Small Pizza

J

Any Calzone

- 1 Cheese + 1 top. + 2 Liter soda j \ Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda I ,
! (
Only $10 tax incl.
. I
Only $7 tax incl.
1 ,
j
278-4334
| I
278-4334
1

!!
| j
• i
g |

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

D e e p S p i n a c h P i e P i z z a . . . . . . . $10.00 / 13.50

[ 2 Large Pizzas

$6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.0.0
$4.00

Subs & Grinders

Specialty Pizzas
S

$ 3.50
butter

Buy Large Pizza j j

FREE can soda

j

With C h e e s e
Get 2 Liter Soda FREE

g j
g |

& Garlic Bread
with A n y S a l a d

^
g

278-4334

| j

278-4334

J

Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334

1 2 Whole Grinders
1
1

Only $10.95 tax incl.
278-4334

Call in Your Order -- Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. -- Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a,m.
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Edge of the City T§prizes
With Electronic: iello With Its Action And Plot
BY LISA E. HARRISON

ArtsWriter

sampled instrumental sounds. Some of
the sounds used have been .taken from
instrumental recordings of the flute,
bass clarinet, prepared piano and percussion, as well as from Krieger's electronic
cello. This extremely complex piece utilizes both the laptop computer which
sits to the musicians' right and a foot
pedal placed in close proximity. It is during this piece that Krieger and his electronic cello carry on a dialogue with the
sounds of the computer.
, Krieger admits that working with a
computer as your partner is indeed a
"challenge." After all there are "more
variables, more parameters that could
possibly go wrong" with a computer.
The audience was able to witness this
when in the middle of "Amazing Maze"
the computer froze, causing Krieger to
have to stop and re-boot it. Despite this
minor incident, the audience was truly
in awe of the interaction between the
varied sounds of the celloand the almost
cartoon-like sounds of the computer.
His last song, "The Alpha Through
Gardens Bright," by James Sellars utilized the computer, but not nearly to the
extent that "Amazing Maze" had. This
fourth piece truly combined Krieger's intensity of varied sound, with his seemingly effortless play. It took the listener
to a fantastical realm which was difficult
to return from when Krieger's electronic
cello faded out at the close of the piece.
Krieger, who received a Bachelor of
Music Degree from the Hartt School of
Music and a Master of Music Degree
from the Yale School of Music, performs
with his electronic cello in locations
ranging from elementary and preparatory schools, to universities, music festivals, alternative performance spaces and
museums, In addition, he

Jeffrey Krieger, a renowned electronic
cellist gave a noon performance in
Garmany Hall last Wednesday,. Krieger,
who is among a new generation of solo
recitalists who incorporate technology
such as the computer and video with the
electronic cello, performed four lengthy
pieces for students, faculty and administrators.
Krieger, who believes that he, "can't
really do a musical program unless it
involves going out on the edge," told his
audience that if he had to title his performance it would be either "Challenge"
or "Traditional." Both of these titles could
hold true for Krieger's work as he does
"take the instrument to a new level"
while still incorporating traditional
cello sounds into his music.
The four pieces which Krieger performed all varied in sound as well as in
the amount of technology incorporated.
His first piece, "On a Dark Night
Kindled...," by Richard Einhorn, placed
the audience, in a relaxing trance as the
deep, smooth, vibrating sounds resonated from the exotic instrument. Interestingly, Krieger's second piece,
"Tombeau de Tartini" was composed by
DouglasJohnson, an Associate Professor
of Music, and who was a member of the
audience on this particular day. The
plucking base sounds of this piece combined with a sharp echo seemed to enable the sound to transcend the physical
cello and envelop the room from all corners.
After pleasing the crowd with his first
two pieces, Krieger switched gears to a
more technological level lor his third act
"Amazing Maze," which was oottfposed
by Karlheinz Essl. This work in progress cellist of the Hartford Symphony.
is aided by a computer program that Krieger's world wide web page can be
generates music by manipulating reached at http://www.xenonarts.com.

BY JEFF CROSS

Arts Writer

It turns out that Bruce Willis' Die
Hardcharacterjohn McClane, isn't the
only New York cop who has to deal
with, terrorists who like blowing up
various parts of die city for the sole
purpose of making-some, dirty money;'.
Written byfcrmerNYPD Detective/
CaptainDz.nM&horK.y, Edge of the City,
the sequel to Detective Fi'rstGrade, fea-

tures Brian McKenna as the hero and
the other kid on the block. The thorn
in his side is Sendem Luminoso or the
ShiningPath of Peru, a Communist terror army bent on overthrowing the Peruvian government
A year has passed since the eventsin
DetectiveHrstGmde, where McKenna
stopped a Sen&tro kidnap plot and
ended up whacking some of terrorises
in the process. He and his wife relocated to Florida with new identities
due. to the "death sentence" Sm&m
placed on McKenna's head Kow they
areiorced to return to New York when
theiookiecopsonof McKenTiaMriend,
NYPD Commissioner Ray Brunette, is
killed with a .45 automatic that, along
with a batch of military hardware that
includes M-16's, Stinger missiles, Claymore mines, and 106mm recoilless
rifles, should be sitting in a Marine
Corps armory somewhere in Georgia.
When they learn that the
triggerman was a Sendem go-boy, one
of an eighty-man havoc-raising unit
sent here to cause trouble, McKenna is
reinstated to the department as an assistant commissioner and charged
with tracking down the terrorists. He

regard because one of their heavy hitters, an enigmatic terrorist known only
as Felipe, has taken two of the largest
Staten Island ferries and their passengers hostage in the middle of New York
Harbor. He has loaded them up with
the missingweaponry, rigged them and
the Williamsburg Bridge to explode if
anybody tries anything stupid such as
approaching the ferries and has some
sort of viral warfare agent kicking
around somewhere in New York waiting to go off, just for good luck. They
want $250 million and unimpeded passage back to Peru, or the civilian body
count goes ballistic. If the ferries are
sunk with all hands and the bridge is
blown, New York will pretty much become a ghost city after the businesses
pull out, shortly followed by the population.
And with Brunette in the hospital
with a concussion, McKenna has no
choice but to negotiate with Felipe, to
find out who he really is, and to track
down the terrorists with thedetoriators
for. the bridge and the virus all at the
same time.
' •,'••..'" r
This wasa great book. During the entire hostage situation part I was trying
to figure out how they were going to
keep the harbor open and find new
ways to hutt Sendero (a nasty little
trick which I'm not going to reveal)
while getting the hostages backalive on
shore. It also gave me a good idea of how
hard police work can really be. There is
no gung-ho storming of the ferries by
the Delta Force nor calling the Navy to
lure the terrorists out to open water and
sinking them anyway. However, I do
feel that People magazine was justified
in claiming that Edge of the City could
k
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New York University
Summer 1997

om$..
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NYU offers over i #00
undergraduate, graduate,
and professional courses,
with convenient day and
evening schedules. Live in
Greenwich Village for as
little as $100 per six-week
session. .
Session I
May 19-June27
Session II
June 30-August 8

Preview our 1997
Summer Bulletin at:

http://www.nyu.edu/summer
Free Summer Bulletin:
Call or E-mail

1-800-771-4NYU, ext. 168
summer97-ad@nyu.edu
New York University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution.

New York City: YOU gotta do it once. Come for the spring semester. Live
on campus. Sample our famous curriculum. Study in small classes with our incretJible
faculty. Make Columbia your home base for exploring the most exciting city in the
world. The Visiting Students Program is a special opportunity which enables students
at other colleges and universities to enroll at Columbia for one semester or a yaar.
Applying is easy. For information, call (212) 854-1581 or get in touch with us1 by e-mail
atvisit-cc@Columbia.edu.
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Characters Create The
Masterpiece Of Big Night
BY ALAN MILLER

Arts Writer

Big Night is a richly characterized
minor masterpiece that is wholly original. It is the story of two Italian brothers,
Primo and Secondo, who struggle to run
an Italian restaurant called the Paradise
on the Jersey shore in the 1950s. As the
genius in the partnership, Primo (Tony
Shalhoub) is able to spend much of the
film with his head in a pot, blissfully
unaware of the Paradise's chronic lack of
customers. This leaves Secondo (Stanley
Tucci) to deal with a long unpaid bank
loan and the competition posed by the
popular, Americanized Italian restaurant down the street.
The film, directed by Tucci and
Campbell Scott, is a metaphor for. the
struggle between art and commerce that
rules Hollywood life. The melancholy
Secondo is far more pragmatic than his
uncompromising brother. He dreams of
being a successful American who is married and owns a Cadillac. On the other
hand, Primo would rather die-or return
to Italy-than sell out. When Secondo
wants take Primo's unappreciated risotto
off the menu, Primo surprisingly agrees,
asking whether it wouldn't be better to
serve hot dogs.
The apparent relief to the Paradise's
troubles comes from Pascal (Ian Holm),
the owner of the restaurant down the
street, who offers to invite band leader
Louis Prima, to a "Big Night" at the Paradise. The party and its backbreaking
preparation take up much of the film.
Most of, the effort goes into creating the
centerpiece, a baked pasta dish called
timpano, so perfect when it finally
comes out of the oven that the brothers
can only touch it in silent reverence.
Food, whether timpano or good bread
enjoyed on the beach, is the creative force
binding these two brothers.

Secondo has other problems. He is unable to commit to his long suffering girlfriend Phyllis (Minnie Driver) because
he is having an affair with Pascal's unhappy mistress, Gabriella (Isabella
Rosselini). Rosselini seems truly at home
playing an Italian here. She is most poignant in a small but perfect scene when
she hopelessly tells Phyllis about her
dream of escaping out west. Gabriella is
anything but another vicious run of the
mill Hollywood mistress.
Big Night is unapologetically character driven. Many scenes are long, still
takes where we simply watch the ballet
of the two brothers working in the small
kitchen. The characterizations ring so
true because Tucci and Scott assuredly
refuse to cut out dialogue pauses and
meaningful glances. Visually, Big Night
is a descendant of Italian neo-realism as
the gray New Jersey streets on which
Secondo drives his rusty car contrast
nicely with the warm kitchen scenes.
Lest we forget, Big Night is also a funny
film, mercifully free of the American
cinema's ubiquitous toilet humor. The
jokes are so solid because they build from
believable situations played by faceted
characters. For example, when the "Philistine" in the opening scene innocently
asks for spaghetti and meatballs to go
with her unfamiliar risotto, Primo explodes like a Soup Nazi.
Big Night is distinctly European in
sensibility. Like Primo's risotto, it is probably too complex and bittersweet to appeal to mainstream audiences. Big Night
bravely takes the time to let situations
play themselves out realistically, The supreme exampleis trie film's eloquent denouement - where Secondo cooks ah
omelette for Primo and the busboy in a
wordless, unbroken take. This is confident film making that deserves to become famous. By staying true to life, Big
Night refuses to cheapen its characters
into caricatures.

FILE PHOTO
Richard Tuttle's '65 exhibition of book and prints opened
Thursday, October 3rd, and closes December 8th in the Wfdener Galfery of
Austin Arts Center, Exhibits such as The Gyres: Source of Imagery (1993)
intertwine the words of famous writers with Tuttle's colors and Images.

Fugitive Call Will Be A
Future Dramatic Success
BY KATHRYN QUIGLEY

Arts Writer

A reading of Fugitive Call opened the
"First Thursday" play reading series at
the Old State House. The original full
length work was written by Arthur
Feinsod, Associate Professor of Theater
and Dance, and directed by Reggie Montgomery, Assistant Professor of Theater
and Dance. Performed by a group of
Trinity students and professional actors,
the piece was an excellent display of the
talent that lies within Trinity's gates.
The well-cast production centers on
the married relationship of a mime and
a poet, but has a plot that is "pea soup
thick." A casual dinner party is interrupted by a phone call from an ex-convict who has violated parole. When the
question of murder arises, friends and

lovers are forced to reevaluate their relationships, and ask themselves how much
they really know each other. The complicated story forces the audience to
study their own vows of love and friendship, and how they would feel if they
were forced to break them.
The reading possessed all of the characteristics that are necessary in forming
a successful production. The ensemble
of actors meshed to make the script a
truly believable piece of fiction. The audience left with emotional chords
struck, and a deeper understanding of
their relationships.
Considering that all of this was accomplished without any movement on
the part of the actors, and with a narrator informing the audience of scene
changes, Fugitive Call is an extremely
powerful piece that is destined for greatness on the stage.
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Josa-Jones Designed A Chaotic "Wonderland"
BY AMY HAM
Arts Writer

Nothing prepared me for the funk,
contemporary dance performance that
I attended Saturday night at Austin Arts.
Paula josa-Jones and her dance company, Performance Works, presented a
interpretive piece that did a phenomenal
job combining movement, voice, and image.
Paula Josa-Jones has been creating
performance work for twenty-five years.
During this period she has created over
thirty works with a variety of artists.
While training with African master
teacher Charles Moore and studying

According to Paula Josa-Jones, her
choreographed work is "an apocalyptic,
futuristic world where the real and the
imaginary blur. The (six) dancers are
contemporary innocents cast adrift in a
world where the rules of survival change
without warning... where the real and the
imaginary are blurred."
Visual images stood out most in the
performance. Costuming for all the
dancers was very body defining, and created an archaic atmosphere even though
this was a contemporary dance piece.
The scenery and props were integral to
the dance also. Bright lighting was
prominent in the background, while the
foreground was an enormous trap with
many of the spoken or sung phrases

Spontaneity soon became a theme within the piece.
There would be these beautiful movements
demonstrated by all, and then an outburst by one of
the dancers would create chaos in an ordered setting.
classical theater, experimental theater,
and authentic movement, Josa-Jones
gained the skills which define her today.
Nationally recognized for her choreography and teaching in the United States
as well as in Mexico, Josa-Jones has received accolades from numerous artistic
critics and publications. Most recently,
she has been named "one of the
country's leading choreographic conceptualists" by the Boston Globe,
An important characteristic of Paula
Josa-Jones is her willingness to take risks,
and create powerful, eccentric, and surrealistic works. Her classroom teachings
focus on improvisation, creative process,
and the integration of voice and movement.
The "Wonderland" created by Josa-

from the piece.
The first image greeted by the audience was of a leering man in the cut out
within the foreground. As the dancers
began passing him, the movements were
sharp and under much control. They
were together, and continued to be visioned as one rather than separate entities. Not until the prominent figure
joined the group did the individual stand
out. Spontaneity soon became a theme
within the piece. There would be these
beautiful movements demonstrated by
PAM WHITE
all, and then an outburst by one of the Jaimie Greenbaun, a dancer/actor in "Wonderland"
dancers would create chaos in an ordered choreographed by Paula Josa-Jones was one of the many who displayed both
setting.
strength and power in his performance. The choreography intertwined the
In one of the earlier scenes a woman eccentric and the surreal during its exploration of reality and imagination.
was trapped and began singing, screamactions of the dancers.
ing, and chanting while the others dience on their toes.
In addition the spoken words often
e pieces,fch,at I hgve ati
'often find1 myself\f confused t or would remain in my head as I tried to
were singing, but one was in tune and on not quite getting the overall meaning of link movement to voice. The audience
beat while the other presented a more the dance. Granted I did not follow most seemed pleased by the performance and
uncontrolled singing. The randomness of the piece, but this time 1 found myself respected its inventiveness in regards to
kept the piece flowing, and kept the au- wrapped up in the movement and other content.
*V'

with the futuristic Blade Runner which
was adapted from the Philip K. Dick
novel, Do Androids Dream of Electric
Sheep?.

Surviving in college is tough enough, right? That's
why we've designed a package to make things
easier. Choose AT&3T and look at all you can get:
AIST Ti-ue Reach® Savings
Save 25% on every kind of U.S. call
on your AT&ET phone bill when you
spend just $25 a month.1
ABaffrue Rewards8
Get savings at Sam Goody/Musicland,
TCBY "Treats" and BLOCKBUSTER
VIDEO with the Member Benefit Card.
AB£T Universal MasterCard®
A credit, cash and calling card that
brings you discounts on USAir. And
no annual fee-ever.2

Get 5 free hours of. Internet access
every month just for having AT&T
long distance.3
To sign up, look for us on campus or call

1800 654-0471

• • •
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Eaters: Oasis Diner Is No Mirage
;By CAROLYN STONE AND STEVEN SONE

;

Restaurant Reviewers

: For our blind date we went to a small
diner on Farmington Ave. called the Oasis. It was a cute little place and was actually really nice on the inside although
it d idn't look like much from the outside.
The decor was set in the 50s and there
were even little juke boxes on the tables,
which we could not help but play
around with a little. The dress is casual,
jeans and a shirt are fine. Both of us were
a little over dressed, but it didn't matter
too much.
Our meal was very delicious. We began with garlic bread as an appetizer. We
don't recommend this at all. It was not
very garlicky. It was just cheese and
bread. For the main course we had
chicken and mashed potatoes and a
caesar salad, and a caesar salad with
shrimp. Afterwards we got coffee and

hadn't had one in a long time It was really good. Neither one of us could finish;
we were so full.
Overall, the service was exemplary.
Our waiter was very nice and pretty
helpful considering he was new to the
Oasis staff.
The diner itself is an ideal spot for a
an at ease meal. There is a very wide selection of beers on tap and other assorted
alcoholic beverages - the Farmington
River Mahogany on tap is highly recommended.
Although the diner may appear a bit
on the sketchy side, it really is a fun,
cheap place to eat or drink. But make
sure you ask for a booth looking outside,
so that you can play with those little juke
boxes.
After we paid we snooped around a
little. There was another restaurant
downstairs called Pancho's that serves
Mexican food. Both the Oasis and
Pancho's are under the same ownership.
Steve Sone and Carolyn Stone before jaunting over
to the Oasis Diner on Farmington.

Although the diner may appear a bit on the sketchy
side, it really is a fun, cheap place to eat or drink.
But make sure you ask for a booth looking outside, so
that you can play with those little juke boxes.
dessert. The Key Lime Pie was more like
cheese cake with a flavor of lime at the
end. It was good though. We also had to
get a hot fudge sundae just because we

Overall, Well give the evening two
thumbs up. The restaurant had a nice
•atmosphere, good food, and great prices.
It's pretty close to campus - a five minute
car ride - and its hours are extended. In
We then had to go back and get Steve's terms of conversation, that went well
car keys because he had left them on the also.
table. We drove back to Trinity and that
There is a lot to talk about inside the
was it.
diner with the vast array of decorations

ANTHONY LOWENBERG

- there was never a dull moment or a lull
in the conversation. This could be a perfect spot for a first date if you're bold
enough to take that special someone to
a diner.
But anyway, get a group of friends and
go to the Oasis diner for cheap food and
drinks. Once again, it's definitely a good
time away from Mather.

"Never done it before; Just did it"
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Who has your vote?
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At 10:35 PM you were the first to log •
onto http://www.dole96.cora/, Yes!
Even though you are an Internet-fiend,,

When your man Bob barked "food!"
back atjim Lehrer, you obeyed and
headed out to Sam's for some fried
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"Steps" Reign, Cinestudio Rocks
ANTHONY LOWENBERG

Features Editor
Before the Dodger spanked the Codger
last Sunday night, the pre-game festivities kicked off in downtown Hartford
with a performance by the world-famous Capitol Steps comedy troupe. The
Steps are at their best satirizing politicians to the tunes of familiar songs with
altered lyrics.
Think of Newt Gingrich as the Phantom of the Opera terrorizing Tipper
Gore, or a band of Congressmen chang-

perform). However, the Civic Center just
was not the right place for their concert.
The stage was on the floor of what is usually the hockey rink, so that most seats
were ridiculously far away from the
stage — three quarters of the crowd spent
half the time watching the performance
on the Sony Jumbotron dangling from
the ceiling.
The Jumbotron doesn't really live up
to its name, though. Proportionally,
watching it in the Civic Center is like
watching a regular TV. in your dorm
room. So 1 found myself leaving early,
dashing back to Trinity to watch the de-

STOCQSTLYfOUCHWEEL

the carboiaation (which also releases
moreot the beers aromatics). Pouring
it down thesidesrnakes it easier to control the size but creates a smaller
amount of the foam. John Lock of the
online Beer Info Source notes that it's
not unusual for bartenders in the US.
to up-end the entire bottle into a glass
Dear Dr, ChangT-fes there ever been and remove it before the beer overany research on why some people are flows. This makes for a dramatic preconsidered beautiful and others are sentation but bruises the beer by
not? I've been attracted to many types releasing too much carbonation.and
o£ women-slim, tall, short, with long will leave you flat by the end of the
faces, round faces, etc—but find it cu- glass.
As important as how you pour is
rious that nearly everyone agrees that
supermodels such as Kathy Ireland or what you pour into. A clean glass is
Cindy Crawford are gorgeous.—S., essential. And try rinsing the glass
with cold water, which reduces the
VernonSt
Well, if you want to get technical number of bubbles clinging to theside
about ic Researchers have found that and offers a sparkling,' clear presentaeven acrossdifferent cultures, mengen- tion of pale beers.
erally prefer women with large pupils,
Dear Dr. Chang: During Parent's
widely spaced eyest high cheekbones,
a small chin and upper lip, a generous Weekend, I went out to dinner with
mouth and shiny, smooth skin. A psy- my mother. During the meal I noticed
chologist at the University of Louisville that our very attractive waitress kept

...mm have taken the leap of faith with far less evidence
of any mutual curiosity. Jf there were no mystery or
daring in theprocesst there would be little excitement...

LAURA BLACKWELL

The other side of the sign read
"Supernastymeanandcallousrightwinglegistlation."

ing the words of Mary Poppins'
"Supe rcalifragilisticexpicalidotious" to
'Superliberaltouchyfeelvleftwinglegisdation"
and you get the idea behind the Capitol
Steps.
All the performers are former Coo~
gress staffers, having worked for (to name
a few) Senators D'Amato, Helms and for
various committees, so they have plenty
material floating around in their chipper heads sing about.
And chipper they were! The half-capacity crowd at the Civic Center was
treated to songs from impersonators of
Slick "Willy B, that Angry Old Guy, and
Little Big Ears, as well as a sundry of various assorted characters in political life

bate at Cinestudio. Kudos to whoever
thought of showing it there. It's a cool
theater in the first place, but Dole's incessant blinking and Clinton's larger-thanlife smirks enhanced the already
iat with &e7rtiosfi/3udeht and
faculty crowd's opportune laughing, and
the debate turned became the sitcom of
the year -- talk about your "Must See T.V.I"
Settle down, Seinfeld and Phoebee, this
only happens twice every four years.
Whew!
Ok, so Cinestudio wasn't Heaven; I
didn't get my free debate t-shirt, and
Allison Stewart wouldn't put me on IV.
Other than that, the open-mike debate/

The Steps' press release includes a quote from John
Mclaughlin which reads (barks?), "Their insight and
analysis are always better than yours, Novak!"
from Hillary (reciting the graveyard
scene in "Hamlet" to Socks instead of a
skull) to Sadaam and Bill singing a dowop duet.
The Steps' press release includes a
quote from John McLaughlin which
reads (yells?) "Their insight and analysis are always better than yours, Novak!"
Apologies to Mr. Novak, but McLaughlin
is right; the Capital Steps are always
funny and the material is always fresh
(This was the third time I have seen them

forum after the debate put on by President Dobelle was a great idea (he stayed
here instead of going to the Bushnell!
Cool!), but my impressionable young
brain could have done without comments like "I don't think debates matter
much anyway - it's only 90 minutes of
them talking..."
Other than that, I was most impressed
by my peers, Democratic and the Other,
and left the theater only wishing that the
Capitol Steps had come here instead.

took the measurements further after
asking 150 male stud&nts to rate 50
women's faces, Among the faces .
deemed pretty, each eye was one four-,
teenth as highanol'three tenths as wide.
as the face, the nose took up no more
than five.'percent of the face, the distance from the bottom lip to the chin
was one fifth the facial height and the
distance from the middle oE the eye'ta

looking at me. We exchanged glances
throughout the evening, and it was
quite obvious she Was interested." I
nave always been very shy, and aj~
thotighi have dated several women in
the past, I still don't feel comfortable
approaching a woman t don't know; I
never know what to say. Any advice?
-EAUenPL
:
There aren't many people who feel

riotNwrking from scratch:
age, they don't match up. Instead, tie The wai tress' lingering eye contact is a
composite resembles someone's mom. classic sign of interest. (It's also a clasyou read that correctly,'someone's' sic sign of disgust, but we're assuming
youcan tell the difference,) Manymen
m o m * -,
• < ' ••'
,
•',• <•
Women, meanwhile, consider a have taken the leap of faith withfar less
manls maturity aiid stature with cues evidence of any mutual curiosity;
such as thick eyebrows, a strongjaw- many men have also been shot down.
line, prominent chin and cheekbones If there were no mystery or daring in
and a small nose. If your features don't the process, there would be little exmatch that scientific standard, don't citement in hearing her say," I'd love
despair; You probably have a great per-. to." Here's a plan: Losethemom. Visit
the restaurant again when it's not bussonality.
tling with other customers. - Carefully
Dear Dr, Chang: I've always heard. select a seat ("You did a great job when.
that bottled beer should be poured I brought my mom—will you wait on
down the center, of a glass. Yet I often. me again?") and strike up a conversasee people tile the glass abd pour it. tion when your 'waitress-in-waiting
down the sidfcv • Whichis «he,propet takes your order: "Whatdoyou recommethod?-!,5ttomitSt, •
.,. . mend? Do you like working here?" If
•. ,Row large a head 'do .ytfu want? shereplieswithgrunts,backoff.:Ifshe
Abourthe width of twofingersis com- doesn't, keep talking when she brings
mon, but customs,vary. Fox.example, your food and bill. Smiles; probing
north you'll'get a half to three-fourth ' with you, If youget those vibes, ask her
of arid inch. If you're going for a larger ' out for coffee. If you've saidmore than
head,'pouring the beer down, the two words to her by this point, it won't
middle of the glass will release more of appear to'come out of the blue.
•Write Dr. Ckanga(Box702582

I
THIS SEMESTER WE ARE NOT OMLV SENDING yoU TO RE6TAURANT5, BUT TO CIUB5 AND BARS AS
WELL. JUST F i U IN THE BELCV INFORMATION AND DROP IT IN CAM?US MAIL TO BOX 7 0 2 5 8 a
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Party On!Right, Dude?
BY T.K. MACKAY

Features Writer

With the weekend's partygoers constantly on the move, searching for the
"place to be," I can't help but think
about those that aren't partying. As a
Sophomore, I have had the extraordinary opportunity to have once been a
Freshman (at one time or another, 1
think) at TrinTrin.
I distinctly remember sitting around

member: 200 Juniors are jaunting
around in some other country right
now). About 500 Freshmen are still alive
after the first month, and I would bet
that 300-350 of them are frequent
partyers.
About 150-200 Sophomores will
darken a party's door at one time or another during the night, and maybe 100
Juniors and Seniors will show up as well.
The bottom line is that around 1/3. of
Trinity goes out, and each class successively goes out less (going out with close
friends, going to bars in the city, being
bored as hell). "As students get older, they
tire of the scene. Each year, they'll go to
school parties less and less." Aaron
Kuney-'99

|l';|y^

You gonna party...

in the depths of my luxurious dormitory, waiting for the precise moment to
strike the Washington Room. My team
of drunken idiots hoped that a carefully planned effort would gain us entrance to the event free of charge. Going
out on the weekend was such an ordeal,
it seemed to us that we'd miss something if we didn't go to every single
party on campus. It was also extremely
important that if we were to venture
onto Vernon St., we had to know exactly who was going to be at which
Frat. As the crowds congregated along
the street, we knew we had to make the
right decision. When was the best time
to go? Who's gonna be there? If you're
an upperclassmen, I'm sure you can recall your first-year experience and remember how much you went to the
View or a TCAC event, and then desperately sought out the key ingredient
to finishing the night: "Dude, do you
know where Late-Night is?"
Freshman or not, you've been to
enough parties, whether they were
TCAC or Fraternity sponsored, to
know who's going to be there. Let's
make this easy (for all you non-math
majors out there): There are approximately 1550 campers at TrinTrin (Re-

...or stay in?

More specifically, around 15% of us
party religiously. We're at the View, every party, and every late night (assuming we find it). 35% of us will go to a
TCAC event or a big party like "Tropical," or "Hallapalooza," but not all the
time. That leaves 50% up in the air. This
50% is made up of different people all the
time, because of sports, God forbid, academics, and other reasons. Also, around
250 of us are Greek, so Sorority/Fraternity activity takes up a significant
chunk of the school population's time.
Some people just get bored with the
whole scene: "Same music, same beer,
same people, all looking for different
people that they never find." Sally
Steponkus - '98
So, next time you're at a shin-dig with
500 people in your face, don't worry.
You're among people of your kind, and
don't "worry about'meeting that special
someone.. .They'll still be there next year.
MacKay's opinions do not necessarily
represent those of the Tripod, but we like
him anyway.
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STUDY ABROAD
• Generous grants & academic scholarships
• Coursework, internships & more
• Business programs in 3 countries
• Placement in foreign universities
SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Spring Semester in
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•Cinema Studies
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Lake Jensen Brings Flock 'N Roll Tennis To Hartford
BY HELEN LIMONCELLI

Copy Editor

On Thursday, October 3rd I
got the opportunity to play nerf
tennis with Luke Jensen and ask
him a few questions afterwards.
All of this took place in Mather
as many of you might have noticed.
Earlier that day, Luke (age
30) with his younger brother
and doubles partner, Murphy
(age 27), played a match on
Main Street in downtown Hartford against Beasley Reece of
WVIT channel 30 and Trinity
men's tennis coach Paul
Assaiante.
This along with Luke's visit to
Trinity was all in promotion of
the Phoenix ATP Doubles World
Championships which will be
coming to the Hartford Civic
Center next month with Trinity
College as one of the sponsors.
Overall, 1 think 1 laughed
more than I asked questions.
Jensen was easy-going and
seemed to be a fun-loving guy,
making the best of the situation
in which he found himself .
Even though all of his answers
to my questions contained a
mandatory wise-crack, he was
otherwise sincere.

aren't the corporate type as you
can figure out. We kind of
screw around a lot so we have
fun.
What we try to do when we
talk to kids is really emphasize
not quitting and sticking with
because so many times it's easy
to give up. What I've seen in my
career is that by not quitting
and continuing to set goals
then I always peak and come
through.
When 1 was the number one
junior in the world, I had a lot
of opportunities to sign for big
bucks and really be financially
set, and I went to college instead. I went two year at Southern Cal and when I came out all
those endorsement dollars had
dried up so I had to start right
from the bottom.
That was back in '87. It's just
the ups and downs and just
waiting for the opportunitiessometimes the door is open and
you're just not ready to go for it.
[When I won the French open]
back in '93,1 was able to step-up,
and we took advantage of a lot
of financial opportunities with
endorsements. Now we've actually started partnering up with
the cartoon network, Turner
broadcasting, really doing a lot
to "cartoon" tennis.
I think that's a big opportunity that we've gone af ter. So the
biggest thing is that I've had the
opportunity to talk to kids and
be a positive influence, in a
weird way. Its easy to stand-up
and read cue cards and things,
ANTHONY LOWENBERG
Luke Jensen joking with Helen Limoncelli '97
but I think having fun and
last Thusday in Mather.
screwing around—I mean this
here- to me you just, can't do one ,, was really embarrassing—gonow when you do this, infor- that tactic?
•' %t ihcdt&ir^jthehn^d do ing into a college cafeteria. And
mation just comes'-iba<^i#iMt'
it all. We're an entertainer, basi- I've done a lot of really embarI
throw
left-handed
but
. people send you or that you
cally.
I
picked
up
tennis
rightrassing things, but I mean you
can look up?
I consider myself not just a just do it.
handed
so
I
had
a
natural
servTripod: All different places
ing motion so I just developed it professional athlete but an enthat I can look onthe webtertainer, Pete Sampras thinks
Jensen: World Wide Web! from there. I taught myself at
he's just a tennis player, but in
The impression I got is that
So you surfed. What kind of 14, just by practicing a lot.
my opinion if you pay money to Luke Jensen is extremely dedisurf board do you have? 'Cause I make up a lot of fake stories,
watch a guy play, he better give cated to the sport of tennis, and
you know, Charlie don't surf. you know, from having a major
you a show. And it's nice if he he wishes to elevate the sport to
surfing
accident
during
the
Have you ever watched Apocagives you a few forehands and level of popularity that it once
lypse Now? Are you a big war- World Junior Championships
backhands, but the guy doesn't had. He and his brother use
movie chick?
( T h e in Hawaii to plane crashes, or
say squat and it's boring. He's their personality and charm to
my
brother
broke
my
arm,
difconversation eventually got
stiff.
ferent things.
attract people and turn them
back on track.)
Tripod: Well that's a big prob- into fans. While other players
Tripod: Is there anyone on
Jensen: So, going on, what
lem with tennis. You don't have seem to concentrate only on
was the most interesting thing the tour that you don't like?
the fans you have when you had their game and their athletic
Jensen:
There's
actually
a
you saw?
Connors or McEnroecouple
of
guys
I
don't
like.
A
performance, the Jensen brothTripod: There was the
Jensen: ...Or Nastase, and ers combine these aspects with
few
guys-not
necessarily
the
World Team Tennis site. Last
these guys going totally nuts. If
month you played at the World tops guys. The top guys are re- you watched the Fed Cup, they has been termed their "rock 'n
ally
nice
because
they
don't
necroll" tennis style.
Team Tennis Smash Hits event
only got 2,000 people to come
essarily
have
to
prove
anything,
From my interview with
at the Houston Summit to supTripod: Do you like Tarango? watch Monica Seles play. And • Luke Jensen, 1 found him to be
port
Elton
John
Jensen: He's a really good guy! we got a big problem. The only a genuine and realistic person
AIDS Foundation?
way to shake it up a little bit is
Jensen: We did this team for- No, seriously, he's a really good to give it a facial - to go out and when he wasn't hamming it up
guy.
He's
pretty
intense.
I
mean
with the crowd. His irrepressmat. Monica Seles was on my
say, hey, you can play great tenteam, Martina Navratilova, he'll joke about it, but he's a little nis, but let's make it more of an ible joke-cracking definitely
Andre Agassi, and Elton John paranoid in the sense that he entertainment. If you go to the came naturally to him, and the
was our captain. And then on thinks everyone is out to get NBA games there's music; you appeal he holds to the public is
the other team was my brother, him. ( At Wimbledon) he go to any sporting event there's undeniable.
Lindsey Davenport, Chanda thought the guy was out to get something is going on. With
He believes he has a responRubin, Natasha Zvereva, and him.
tennis it's a morgue; it's dead. sibility to give back to the sport
There really has been proof
Billie Jean King. Now, it got
that has provided so much opAnd that's a problem.
ugly because Elton John was of the umpire throwing the
portunity to him. He has
Tripod: What do you has brought excitement and fanfare
trying to sing, and it didn't Olympics for Mark Rosset in the
come out that good. But he gets finals in Barcelona so been your biggest accomplish- back to tennis in hopes of makreally embarrassed, so....It was (Tarango) isn't too far out there ment?
ing it again a sport with wideJensen: I've been fortunate to spread entertainment-value.
fun. About 14,000 people with his accusations. But to
showed up, and we did a lot of walk off off at Wimbledon goes be kind of a late-bloomer.
Even though the places that.
I played a lot of sports as a kid. he finds himself, such as Mather
a little too far.
good things.
Agassi's a great guy. We I think the biggest thing would cafeteria, are not the most glamTripod: You and all the playcould
call up Agassi right now be winning the French Open in orous, Jensen makes the sacriers waived your appearance
and
if
I needed something, if 1 '93 with my brother Murphy. It fice to bring life back into
fees, correct?
needed
money, if I needed to was really unexpected. Being tennis and encourage young
Jensen: Oh yeah. It's for a
use his plane in for an emer- the number one junior in the people especially to get ingood cause.
gency; he's a great-guy. All those world in '84, singles and
Tripod: You have beaten guys- Sampras, Thomas Muster, doubles, was a huge thing. volved, all while enjoying himself. It is not difficult to see why
Andre Agassi, right?
Becker, are some of the greatest I would say beating Agassi the Jensen brothers are relied
Jensen: Yes. He had a broken guys.
(was a great (Murphy and I) upon draw the crowd and
leg though, but we don't talk
The guys I have the trouble talk to more elementary school showcase the sport of tennis.
about that.
with... it's just like anything, ev- kids and little munchkins. We
Tripod: You play both left-

mayor involved, a bunch of lo- and right-handed? Does it decal celebrities from local TV sta- pend on your opponent?
Jensen: That's right. It's like
tions; John Lennon might be
showing up so hopefully if he if you are a baseball pitcher or
does show up and Elvis too, it something, and you want to
mix it up. So like with a guy
could be a good event
We're playing at the Civic like Agassi you want to mix it
center, the home of the Whale. up a lot. So sometimes I switch
Tripod: I did an Internet between first and second serves,
search with both you and your because he returns so well.
brother's names and got Other guys can return a left100,000 sites back. What do hander better than a rightyou think of that? Do you think hander, so it really depends on
the individual and if you're
that's cool or is it scary?"
Jensen: Really, scary like serving into the sun, wind, stars
from like America's most aren't aligned just right. It's very
wanted? Because I've got exten- complex.
Tripod: How did you acquire
sive FBI files, (laughter) So,

Tripod: Where's your brother,
Murphy?
Jensen: The truth is, I don't
have a brother, (laughs) All I
know is that last time I left him
with aliens in Roswell, New
Mexico. Other than that I have
no idea, because he's just a bad,
bad dream. Actually, we were
supposed to be doing this thing
together but he uh...I don't
know what happened -1 really
don't! I don't know if you remember a couple of years ago at
Wimbledon he just skipped out
and went fishing before a
match. So he's got this reputation of not showing up to scheduled appearances, but you
know, in the world of rock 'n roll,
things do occur.
Tripod: What brings you to
Hartford?
Jensen: •I'm here helping promote the the Phoenix ATP Tour
World Doubles Final November
13th to the 17th. This is the top
1.8 teams in the world battling
for the top spot- the world
Doubles final. Now these guys
have been playing in 63 countries and 33 nations in 6 continents, and now they're here in
Hartford. The great thing about
this is that [Murphy and I] are
probably not going to make it so
the fans won't get to see us play.
We're ranked about 20 in the
world right now and they take
the top 18. I've talked to people
at St. Francis, and maybe they'll
drug many of the other players
and maybe we'll slide in the
back door. At this point we're
not sure if they're any drugs
available at St. Francis.
(Laughter ensues)
That's what we're here promoting. We were here a few
weeks ago going to different
newspapers, radio stations, TV
stations, doing appearances at
different office buildings trying
to help promote tickets sales get it going. There is a thing
called the Jensen challenge
where clubs around the area
play for a chance to play against
the Jensen brothers. We got the

erybody has jealously in their
lives. Being ranked not as high
as some of these guys, they get
pissed-off because we have bigger endorsements and get a lot
of press coverage. That happens
in anything.
Tripod: When you are given
opportunities to participate in
things such as celebrity fund
raisers, such as the World Team
Tennis last month, how do
doubles players who are ranked
higher than you react?
Jensen: Oh, they get really
ticked-off, but they're a couple
of stiffs. If you do a thing with
Elton John or you do something
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LECTURES
Tues, October 8

7:30 PM

A Celebration of Russian Literature and Music will
take place in Goodwin Theater, hosted by Professor Carol
Any, Director of International Studies. This free event
will feature the many talents of the greater Hartford
emigre community.

Wasting Away Again...
The boys of PIKE have revived
their, what Around Trinityassumed. to
be, their long dead partying spirit.
Their Margaritaville party which was
originally scheduled for Thursday
night, was apparently cancelled due to
a jealous sorority sister tattling on the
brothers for trying to throw a party on
a weeknight. Well, she won out and the
boys were forced to reschedule. No
skin off their backs, their house saw
more action Saturday night than President Clinton's stomach at an all-youcan-eat barbecue.

Clinton Requests Female
Entertainment?

Wed, October 9

7:30 PM

The Webster Theater is featuring The Steve Davis
Quartet with special guest Mark Turner. Tickets are $7;
for more information or tickets, call (860) 422-0000. The
doors open at 7:30 PM and the audience is restricted to 21
years and older.

Wed, October 9

Sat, October 14

For the first time ever ^witnessed
men using the womens' bathroom. The
Eighties Video Party ran out of beer
early, but there was enough of a flow
to get more than enough of a flow
from the gentlemen attending the
party. Women are often criticized for
their presumptuousness in walking
into a men's bathroom, but .AT saw no
modesty in the boys just crossing the
line into foreign territory. Hopefully
their dreams of the unchartered territory weren't spoiled by the young
woman greeting bathroom-goers
while puking into the garbage can.

7:30PM

The Webster Theater will be hosting The Steve Davis
Quartet will special guest Eddie Henderson. Tickets are
$7 and the doors open at 7:30 PM. The audience must 21
years or older. For more information or tickets, call (860)
422-0000.

Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, October 9
12:00 noon

Excuse Me, Miss...l Mean Sir!

7:00 PM

The Northwest Park Coffee House is featuring a night
with Annie Gallup. Tickets for this event should be purchased in advance by calling 285-1886 or pay at the door.
The doors open at 7:00 PM and the coffee house begins at
7:30 PM. For more information, call Libby Taylor at 6883486.

Wed, October 16
No, it's not what you're thinkingGennifer Flowers is too busy working
on her second book to make it to Hartford. Trinity, however, did step in and
solve the problem by sending The
Trinitones. They performed downtown for the President, First Lady and
Chelsea at The Goodwin Hotel. Rumor
has it that President Clinton's favorite
song was "Natural Woman." Go figure.

7:30 PM

A free concert will be given in Seabury Hall, Room 47
by a dynamic group of a cappella gospel singers. Women
of the Cross will be performing their program of original
songs. StoriesofOur Sisters is a piece about love, loss, difference, and survival.

12:00-2:00 PM
5:00 PM

Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel
Rev. Raymond Sm ialowski
Quiet-Time; Main Chapel
Carillon Guild
'
Daniel Kehoe 78

Sunday, October 13
12:00 noon

Holy E ucharist Se'rv ice
Rev, Steven Charleston

Monday, October 14
12:00 noon

Alyson Stewart found this out the
hard way Sunday night when she was
here with MTV News to report on Trinity students' reaction to the debate. AT
witnessed Ms Stewart being cornered
by ah eager student once the cameras
were off. She looked frightened and
helpless, blocked into a corner by what
was, obviously, a Dole supporter.
Maybe he was trying to convince her
to, "just don't do it."

4:30 PM

A professor of Latin American Literature at Yale University, Rolena Adorno will be giving a lecture entitled,
"The Conqueror Unarmed: Cabeza de Vaca and the Indians of North America". This presentation will be held
in the Faculty Club. This event is sponsored by the Latin
American Studies and International Studies Programs.

Wed, October 9

7:30 PM

In Life Sciences Auditorium, the film LaColmena (The
Beehive) will be shown and then a guest speaker from
Skidmore College, Joan Molitoris, a professor of Modern
Languages, will address the themes of this Spanish film.
La Colmena is based on a novel by Spanish Nobel-prize
winner Camilojose-Cela. This hugely successful film
of post-Franco Spain examines the way people struggle
to reinvent a society shattered by the Civil War and
dominated by fear and hunger.

Tues, October 15

7:00 PM

The West Hartford Library is presenting a series of
four scholar-led book discussions entitled "The Holocaust". The Painted Bird byjerzy Kosinski is the second
book of the series. The discussions will examine antiSemitism from its rise to the dominance in Nazi Germany to the formulation of the "Final Solution". Led by
Professor Jordan Pecile, all discussions are free and open
to the public. The programs will be held in Webster Hall
at the Main Library at 20 South Main Street. For more
information, call (860) 523-3233.

Tues, October 22

12:15 PM

The Trinity College Women's Center is featuring a talk
that is part of their Lunch Series by Beth Bye, Director of
the Child Care Center. Her lecture is entitled Child Care's
Trilemma: Quality, Compensation and Affordability and
it will be held in the Women's Center on the second floor
of Mather Hall. This talk is free and open to the public.

Tues, October 22

7:00 PM

The lecture entitled The Politics of Sex; Which Party
Does Sex Belong to? will be given by Linda Hirshman in
McCook Auditorium. The lecture is based on Hirshman's
forthcoming book After Vice which examines the legal
regulation of sexuality. Ms. Hirshman, who. is a professor of law and the director of the Women's Legal Studies
Institute at Chicago-Kent College of Law, has published
numerous articles and a book on her research on how
women can best succeed in law school. This lecture is
free and open to the public. For more information, contact the Women's Center at extension 2408.

Pastoral Care Service
Friendship Chapel

CINESTUDIO
Lone Star (R)

You Will Not Escape

Tues, October 8

• m nwiiiiHuniiiffi aaminiiiiiiiii 1_JH

Wed - Sat 7:30 PM

(1996) Written, directed and edited by John Sayles. Cast: Chris Cooper, Elizabeth Pena, Kris Kristofferson, Matthew
McConaughy, Frances McDormand, Joe Morton. In a small Texas town on the Mexican border, a Sheriff (Chris Cooper]
reopens an unsolved murder case and comes to suspect his own father as the killer. However, in the tenth film by John
Sayles (City of Hope, The Secret of Roan Inish), the plot is only the beginning. What follows is a brilliant exploration of the
bitter conflict between generations, and the town's unspoken history of racism and violence. It also contains the director's
most passionate love story to date, as the Sheriff reignites a romance with his high-school sweetheart, (Elizabeth Pena). "...a
great American movie, one of the few to regard with open eyes the way we live now." Roger Ebert. 136 min.

Flirt (NR) A Hartford Premiere

Fli - Sat 10:15 P M

(1996) Written and directed by Hal Hartley. Cinematographer: Michael Spiller. Cast: Bill Sage, Dwight Ewell, Martin
Donovan, Hal Hartley, Miho Nikaidoh. No one else in cinema covers quite the same ground or takes the same risks as Hal
Hartley (Trust, Amateur). Flirt begins with what could be a conventional situation: a young woman gives her lover two
hours to decide if he wants to break up or get married. Hartley's inspired choice is to retell the same story three times
blithely jumping from New York to Berlin to Tokyo, each time changing the character's age, race and sexual orientation
With every new variation on the theme, the film's humor and insights deepen our understanding of the fabulously convoluted tango of love at the close of the millennium. "Smart, sexy, jauntily romantic" - Stephen Holden, NY Times. 85 min.

Luke Jensen Finds Love In
Mather
He's young, attractive, athletic, has
a good sense of humor and it pretty
cool: everything a girl looks for in a guy.
-dTnoticed that while Jensen was playing Nerf tennis and being interviewed
by The Tripod, he seemed to develop a
little crush on one of the girls in
Mather. She flirted politely, but was not
as taken by his talent as he might have
hoped she'd been. Hey don't get down,
buddy, Trinity women are picky. Yeah,
right!

Purple Noon (PG -13)

Sun 2:30 PM; Sun - Tues 7:30 PM

(France, 1960) Directed by Rene Clement. Written by Clement and Paul Gegauff, based on The Talented Mr, Ripley by
Patricia Highsmith. Cast: Alain Delon, Maurice Ronet, Marie Laforet, Bill Kearns. Suppressed passion and envy turn to
thoughts of murder for Tom Ripley, the skin-crawling, psychopathic creation of mystery author Patricia Highsmith. As in
Hitchcock's version of Highsmith's Strangers on a Train, director Clement brings the hints of class resentment and homoeroticism to the surface. The result is a disturbing mystery with the ability to get under your skin and stay there. Purple
Noon stars a youthful Alain Delon as Mr. Ripley, who drops in on an acquaintance in Italy and has a chilling self-revelation
he is capable of doing almost anything to anyone, to get what he wants. "A brilliant, highly erocitized thriller"- Dave Kehr
The NY Daily News. 119 min.
,
'
compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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ART

AIXBEV.
uesday, October 8

Tues, October 8
Through December 8, the Widener Gallery will be
featuring the works of Richard Tuttle. The 1963 graduate of Trinity who is an internationally acclaimed artist will be showing this special exhibit of three decades
of books and prints. Gallery hours are Monday through
Friday 12:30-5:30 PM and weekends 1:00-5:00 PM. Admission is free.

Middle-East Update

Thurs, October 31

Hartford Country Dance

The National College Poetry Contest is open to all
college and university students desiring to have their
poetry anthologized. The poems can be no longer than
fourteen lines. Cash prizes will be awarded to the top
five poems. Send poems with an initial $3 registration
fee to INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, P.O. Box
44044-L, Los Angeles, CA 90044 by October 31,1996.

Are you interested in
working for
The Trinity Trip&d?
The 1996 staff is always looking for
new writers & photographers.
Please call ext. 2589 or e.mail us at
tripod@mail.trincoll.edu

On Thursday, October 10 there will be a Hillel luncheon for students, faculty and staff at 11:45 AM in the
Alumni Lounge. Professor Ron Kiener will give a "MiddleEast Update".

Friday, October 11 will be the Contra Dance with music by Christine Hale with Hotfoot. From 8:00 to 11:00
PM, this event will be held at First' Church of Christ, 12
South Main Street in West Hartford. The workshop starts
at 7:30 PM. Admission is $8 (students with ID and firsttime beginners -- half price.) No partners needed, all
dances taught, beginners welcome. For more information, call C860) 666-2124.

Sophomore Starter Seminar
Here's your last chance this semester to sign up for
this two session workshop if you are undecided about
a major or a career path. You will take a self-assessment test, learn about careers and begin to plan for life
after Trinity. Sign up no later than Friday, October 11.
7:00-8:30 PM

7:00-9.00 PM

An auction co benefit the Youth
Under Severe Stress Program will
be held in the Cave; sponsored by
the Community Outreach

Wednesday, October 9
10:00 PM

The film The Hunchback o/Notre
Dame starring Demi Moore will be
shown in McCook Auditorium

Thursday, October 10
9:30 PM

The Bistro will be hosting Keg
Night featuring the band So What

riday, October 11
8:00 PM

The Psychic Fair will be held at the
Bistro featuring palm readings and
tarots

aturday, October 12

Applying to Law School

8:00 PM

For those interested in attending law school, there will I
be a meeting to learn about application strategies and
deadlines in the Alumni Lounge. It will be held Thurs- I
day, October 24 at 4:00 PM. It will also show
how to
determine what the chances are of being accepted by |
various schools.

8:00 PM

Reading Week Begins
The Bushnell Theater in Hartford
putting on Le Nozze di Figaro;
tickets can be purchased at SLRC
for $10
Double Feature of Brad Pitt...Seven
and 12 Monkeys will be shown in
McCook Auditorium

Wednesday, October 16
10:00 PM

Favorite Flick Night in the Cave

Graduate School after Trinity

riday, October 18

A program will be held Thursday, October 24 at 7:00 I
PM in the Alumni Lounge to discuss taking the GRE, application strategies and the funding of graduate educa-1
tion.

8:00 PM

Graduate & Professional School Fair

Tuesday, October 22
Tuesday, October 29
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All students considering pursuing an advanced degree I
should plan to attend this program in the Washington
Room on Wednesday, October 30. This fair is free and |
will be held from 4:00 to 6:15 PM. Representatives from i
over 60 programs in law, business, international affairs,
medicine, education and arts and sciences are expected.
These representatives will be able to answer your questions about admissions policies and procedures, financial |
aid, special and joint programs and any other questions.
For more information, call extension 2080

Be a star in the bistro as they feature Karaoke Night

Saturday, October 19
8:00PM

ThemovieTheRocfewillbeshown
in McCook Auditorium
The Bushnell Theater in Hartford
is putting on Deathtrap Tickets
for $20 can be purchased at SLRC
The Bistro will feature Pyk,
Bradley.Malone

8:00 PM
9:00 PM

Sunday, October 20
Reading Week Ends
The TCAC meeting will be held in
the Rittenberg Lounge

7:00 PM

Monday, October 21
800 PM
i ,. •

Marghn Reed will be giving her
seminar on Astrology in the
Alumni Lounge

Classifieds
Help Wanted
Newington Cinema - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Prices: $5.50 adults; $3.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 666-1401
All times valid through Thursday, October 10
Island of Dr. Moreau (PG-13) 7:15 PM; 9:25 PM
Tin Cup (R) 7:05 P M ; 9:35 PM
Independence Day (PG-13) 7:00 PM; 9:30 PM

Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, next to Shawmut Bank
Prices: $3.50 general admission
For schedule information, call (860) 232-2820
Matilda (PG) 12:30 PM; 2:30 PM; 4:30 PM daily
Independence Day (PG-13) 7:00 PM; 9:40 PM daily
1:00 PM; 3:50 PM; 7:00 PM; 9:40 PM weekends
Tin Cup (R) 7:00 PM; 9:40 PM daily

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Prices: $7.25 general admission; $4.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 568-8810
All times valid through Thursday, October 10
Two Days in the Valley (R) 12:40 PM; 2:50 PM; 5:05 PM; 7:35 PM; 9:55 PM; 12:05 AM
Time to Kill (R) 4:10 PM; 7:00 PM; 9:50 PM; 12:35 PM
Maximum Risk (R) 1:10 PM; 5:10 PM; 7:40 PM;
Last Man Standing (R) 1:30 PM; 4:20 PM; 7:05 PM; 9:20 PM; 11:30 PM
Fly Away Home (PG) 1:25 PM; 4:15 PM; 7:10 PM; 9:35 PM; 11:45 PM
First Wives Club (PG) 12:35 PM; 1:20 PM; 2:45 PM; 4:05 PM; 5:00 PM; 7:15 PM; 7:55 PM;
9:25 PM; 10:15 PM; 11:40 PM
First Kid (PG) 12:30 PM; 2:20 PM
Extreme Measures (R) 12:30 PM; 2:55 PM; 5:20 PM; 7:50 PM; 10:10 PM; 12:30 AM
Bulletproof (R) 3:20 PM; 10:05 PM; 11:50 PM
The Might Ducks 3 (PG) 12:55 PM; 3:15 PM; 5:25 PM; 7:35 PM; 9:45 PM; 11:50 PM
The Glimmer Man (R) 1:00 PM; 1:30 PM; 3:05 PM; 3:35 PM; 5:10 PM; 5:35 PM; 7:20 PM;
7:45 PM; 9:30 PM; 10:00 PM; 11:35 PM; 12:00 AM
That Thing You Do (PG) 12:50 PM; 3:10 PM; 5:30 PM; 7:55 PM 12:25 AM.
Bound (R) 12:45 PM; 3:00 PM; 5:15 PM; 7:30 PM 9:45 PM; 11:55 PM
1:05 PM; 3:25 PM; 5:40 PM; 10:20 PM; 12:20 AM

Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings your local
area.
Call 1-520-680-7891 extension C2000

Eastern Europe Jobs
Teach basic conversational English in Prague, Budapest,
or Krakow.
No teaching certificate or European language required.
Inexpensive room and board + other benefits.
For info, call: (206) 971-3680 ext. K5O791

*** SPRING BREAK '97'***
Sell 15 trips and travel free!
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan Jamaica, or Florida!
CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
Call Now! TAKE-A-BREAK (800) 95-BREAK!

Iffelp W&mtedlS
Articulate telephone secretaries needed for a busy
Wethersfield answering service.
Must be flexible with schedule and weekends are
mandatory.
For more information, 258-4022

Attention All Students!
Over $6 billion in public and private sector grants
and scholarships are now available. All students
are eligible.'Let us help.
For more info,
call: 1-800-263-6495 ext. F50791

Spring Break
Organize Group!
Work for SST and Travel Free...
on only 13 sales!
CASH, TRAVEL, & PRIZES!!
Free Info: Sunsplash #1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com

SPORTS
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Opening Races Prove Well for Trinity Crew
BY MICHAEL HABERKORN, PAUL

HlLLMAN, AND MlKE IRWIN
Sports Writers

The Trinity College Crew season is now solidly upon us after
this last weekend. This past
Sunday in Lowell, Mass., the varsity men's crews squared off
against a strong field of competitors in the 1996 Textiles Regatta. Meanwhile, on Saturday
the varsity women raced in the
Mount Holyoke Invitational.
Under the fine-tuned steering
of coxswain Sammy Chang '97,
the lightweight men helped
bring their boat to a fifth place
finish. Only 12 seconds out of
medal contention on the 3 mile
course, Senior Captain Adrian
West replied, "Although our
fifth place finish is not what we
hoped for, we sent a message to
the other crews that the Trinity
lightweights will be competitive this year." Seniors Chang
and West were backed up by returning letterman John O'Hara
'97, junior Eric Burt and sophomores Andrew Bartle, Etienne
LeBailly, Bob Deegan, Steve
Colgate, and Sandy Schmid.
Starboard Bob Deegan noted after the race, "We're a young boat
with room for improvement."
LeBailly agreed, "This is a year
in which we need to build confidence, power, and mental
toughness."

"5

The varsity heavyweight
men, in a crowded field of 19
boats, managed to fight through
heavy traffic to finish a thrilling 6th place. With only 10seconds separating 3rd and 7th
place, this race presented much
competition. Senior Captain
John Pickford explained, "I have
high hopes for this year, with all
eight returning varsity rowers,
there is no reason to set our
sights lower than a gold medal
in May." Returning from a year's
hiatus, Senior Gary Koenig
agreed, "1 came back to win
some races, and with a strong

boat like ours, we will do just
that." Leading these heavyweight men falls on the broad
shoulders of experienced coxswain Leigh Burwick '98.
Known as the Senior Triple
Threat, Seniors Pickford and
Koenig are assisted by starboard
hammer Jim Washburn. Juniors Chris Comer and Tim
Whipple, accompanied by
sophomores Pete Mantius, Evan
Remley, and D-White Pringle
rounded out this high-powered
crew. Watching from shore,
Trinity fan Calvin Fluhr observed, "The heavyweights really looked good, I simply love
their new racing unis."
This past Saturday in
Northampton, Mass., the varsity
women's crews raced twice in
the Mount Holyoke Invitational.
This event included a three mile
head race and a 2000 meter
sprint. The varsity women's
first boat had an exciting second place finish in the head race
and a third place finish in the
sprint race. Since the sprint race
was counted double in the scoring, and the head race only
counted once, the first boat finished in third place overall behind Mount Holyoke and
Williams. Sophomore stroke
Jocelyn Jones was understandably upset when she remarked,
"It really stinks that they
counted the sprint race double
and the head race only once, it
should be the other way around
since the fall is dedicated to
head racing."Junior Co-Captain
Jennifer Halstead was optimistic saying, "We afre really pleased
overall beating Mount Holyoke
in the head race on their home
course, and look forward to
crushing them again next
week." The women's second varsity boat finished just out of
medaling in fourth place.
: Next weekend, the crews
travel to Middletown for the
Head of the Connecticut, and
the weekend after to the Head
of the Charles in Boston.

The Men's Heavyweight boat prepares for their upcoming races. From
left, Evan Remley '99, Gary Koenig, '97, John Pickford, '97, Pete
Mantius, '99, Jim Washburn, '97, Chris Comer, '98, and coxswain Leigh
Burwick, '98.

PAUL HlLLMAN

Volleyball Improves Record

Field Hockey Wins
continued from Page 24
players came together and
vowed to come back after the
goal.
Shortly thereafter,
Vanessa Ruff '99 had a free hit
insideche Colby 'twenty five,
which was tipped- by Nancy
Dwyer '99 into the goal. However, the referees believed that
only a Colby player had touched
the ball, which/led, them to call
back the goal. On the next penalty corner, Dwyer lifted the
ball into the goal where a Colby
player stopped the ball with her
body. Because she had stopped
a sure goal, Trinity was given a
penalty stroke.
A stroke is taken by one
player while the remaining
players on both squads stand
behind the twenty five yard
line. Kate Leonard '99 took the
stroke for Trinity, and scored,
evening the score at 1.
The team once again felt that
they had to score again quickly
to keep Colby f rom gaining any
momentum. Anna Norland '98
stepped up again and scored
two goals assisted by.Jory
Waldman '97 and Camilla Love
'99. The final goal of the day was
scored by Nancy Dwyer '99
which made the final score at 41. Colby was a much better team
than their record proved. The

Trinity team to four goals when
Trinity had 46 shots on goal, 33
shots from inside the circle, and
18 penalty corners.
An important aspect of the
game for both Trinity and Colby
' were' uhe ref s. As in most games,
players-complain about the refs
when things do.not seem to go
their , way,: but as Coach
Sheppard said, "The refs;, were
non-existent and what was
there was a hindrance to both
teams."
The league gets more difficult
each week as teams continue to
win. Coach Sheppard said that
the level of play from other
teams will only increase as the
team keeps winning. Last week
in the NCAA regional poll
Springfield was ranked #5
while Trinity was ranked #6.
Both Wellesley and Tufts were
ranked ahead of the team but
with Conn just beating
Wellesley and Bowdoin beating
Tufts, the ranking this week
could be very different.
This •'coming week could be
the deciding factor for the team
for they play both Connecticut
College and Tufts. Both-are-at
home so come out at 3:30 on'
Wednesday and 11:00 on Saturday to cheer on the undefeated
field hockey team.

Harfeigh Leach '00 goes up for a ball in the!r match against
Clark UpWsity.
had at Brandeis and Williams
continwdfrom Page 24
Leach,-was too much tower- earlier in Ehe year, dropping the ,
come, Trinity scored the next first set 12-15 to Mass-Maritime.six'of seven points for a 15-9 Trinity bounced back, though,
Win, and a three sets to none domifratrng-the-njextthree sets
"15-5,-m, « K M & 7 for the win.
sweep
•- '•
Next, Trinity squared off with
Coach Fran Vandermeer
pointed to the team's self-con-: tournament host Rhode Island
fideace and/ability to play to-' College for what would turn out
gather as* keys to Trinity's to be the toughest battle of the
victory, Vandermeer also ap- day. Trinity took the first set 15plauded the team's defense, 7, and R1C responded, winning
saying the "defensive intensity trie secondset, 11-15 to bring the
tonight was just awesome." sets even at one, a piece. The
The coach was optimistic for Bantams' victory iri the third
,the Rhode Island Tournament set, 15-13, brought Trinity
two days later in Providence, within one set of victory. Yet,
saying "our goal is to win the- RIC rallied to take the next two
sets 15-12 and 15-10, which
Rhode Island tournament,''
dropped Trinity,to5-5for the
The tournament brought season. Coach Vandermeer
three morenon-conferenceop- cited RICs experience against
pbnents in Mass-Maritime,- - strong regional teams such as
Fiwhb.wg State,' and host Springfield and Coast Guard
Rhode Island College. Trinity Academy as one decisive ad- •
finished in second p
place, going
g g vantage.
According to
2-1 to bring the season record Vandermeer, they were'also a
above ,500, .
, "much better blocking team,"
The Bantams opened up the which enabled RIC to get the
iontmme.ni slowly, as they

lAURABlACKWEtt

win. The coach says the tough
defeat .will help the young's
team development. The third,
match against Ficchburg State
developed quickly'into a Bantam triumph. Trinity swept
away their final opponent of
the week, 15-5,15-6, and 15-5 to
bolster their record to 6-5 for
the season, including a 6-3
non-conference record.
Despite the tough loss to
RIC, the week was certainly
successful. The Bantams finished 4-1 on the week to raise
the season's winning percentage above .500. Ubides,whom
Coach said was "very steady
all week," and Natalie Karas
'98 were named to the RIC AllTotiraament team.
Trinity hopes to continue
their success as they travel to
Amherst ,on Tuesday, where
they will try for their first win
against a NESCAC opponent,
The Lord Jeffs will provide a
formidable task in a quiet
week for the .Bantams.
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Women's Soccer Scores But Still Can't Secure A Victory
battle from the beginning not just
against the score but with themselves;
Sports Writer
they had to fight the urge to just accept
another loss. All athletes in whatever
This past week brought the cold and sport are familiar with the women's socthe Trinity Women's Soccer team was cer team's struggle; we've all been there.
out there each day picking up the pieces They also know the struggle that they
and getting prepared for their two tough face every day, perhaps, just to show to
opponents, Clark and Colby. They practice. With a 0-2 deficit, the women
showed up to play hard this week and did not give up but instead played the
everyone watching saw a different team best soccer they've played all year.
on the field. They were a team fighting
In the second half the Bantams played
to make it happen when that's all they with an intensity unseen yet this year.
have left. It was a week of mixed emo- Captain Alyson Guild, '97, could only
tions as their first goal of the year gave say, "It was beautiful; we just played so
them a taste of what they have been well!" A little over ten minutes into the
looking for all season.
second half, Joanna Padden '00 riffled a
On Wednesday, the Bantams faced shot from outside the 18 yard line past
Clark University in a downpour that the Clark goalie that snuck just beneath
only added to the excitement of the the crossbar. As the rain came down
game. The Bantams, suffering from a only those who were there really felt the
struggling season, showed that it was excitement of the goal or the energy in
taking a toll on their intensity as they this team. The Bantams continued to
started the game flat and disorganized. outplay Clark and to shell the Clark deClark scored only a few minutes into the fense with unrelenting attack. The game
game and then tallied another to set the ended though and the score was 2-1.
Bantams back 0-2 only ten minutes into They lost but at last the team was rethe first half. The women had an uphill minded why the love the sport, what
BY STOCKTON JACOBS

Tennis Team Holds On
To Beat Vassar, Hartford
BY LIZ ALEXANDER

Sports Writer

Vassar College and The University of
Hartford did their best, trying to take advantage of the low confidence levels of
the Bantams' doubles teams, but with redeeming powerful singles play, Trinity
came up winners in both outings this
past week. Words like uncomfortable,
communication difficulties, and frustration were used to describe the women's
doubles teams this past week. With hard
work on the practice courts by the team
and strategic planning by Head Coach
Wendy Bartlett, along with. Assistants
Kelly Berry and Henry DePhillps, two
new doubles teams were created. After
the switches were made both doubles
teams won, giving the team a 5-4 margin over Vassar. Trinity now holds an
overall record of 5-2.
The team traveled to Vassar last Saturday to face an improving and competitive program. The newly created doubles
teams of #2 Erica Veysey'99 and Co-Captain Carrie Birgbauer '97, and #3 Amy
Friedman'99 and Caroline Hughes '00
took the courts for the first matches as
partners. Each team showed that they
had the winning combination* posting
8-4, and 8-6 victories, respectively. The
#1 team of Co-Captain Katie
Reifenheiser '97 and Erica Mann '99 had
a tough day against their skilled opponents losing, 8-3.
Trinity went into singles match play
up 2-1. #1 Birgbauer lost in a tensionfilled match 6-4, 3-6, 3-6. Part way
through the match, a scoring dispute
rattled both players. It seemed as though
the Vassar player didn't know the score
so a referee was called upon to settle the
disagreement. #2 Reifenheiser was able
to play her own game and won decisively,
6-0, 6-2. # 3 Megan Hurley '00 had a
tough day, losing 6-2,6-1. She is having a
challenging freshman season out there
fighting for win's while she is back playing on the JV doubles roster. #4 Hughes
had a rare defeat but went down fighting, losing 4-6,5-7. The bottom two players in the varsity line-up have just been
steaming up the courts with big wins
lately. #5 Friedman, now 5-2, got the bagel award for the match winning 6-0,60. Mann, with the team's best record at
6-1, won 6-3,6-1 on Saturday. The team
was happy to leave New York with the
5-4 victory.
Last Thursday's match against The
University of Hartford was the last straw
in the basket to make the coaches change

up the doubles teams. Hartford has never
really been a threat to Trinity, but in
doubles they upset the Bantams 2-1, and
almost nearly won 3-0. #1 Mann and
Reifenheiser lost 8-3, #2 Birgbauer and
Hurley got away by the skin of their teeth
9-8 (7-5), and #3 Veysey and Hughes lost
in a nail biter 9-8 (6-8). With results like
this there would have been no way that
the Bantams would be able to redeem
themselves in the New England Division
111 Tournament against teams such, as
Williams and Amherst, so changes had
to be made. Singles play was business as
usual, #1 Birgbauer suffered the only
loss, 7-5,6-0, but if a Ban tarn were to lose,
this is would be the most likely place
where it would fall. The lower ranked
tearhs often have a very skilled player in
their first singles spot, but this is where
their talent usually ends. The main reason for Trinity's success this season, and
in past seasons, has been their ability to
stand tall in every position in the lineup. The teams' depth swept the singles
matches in spots 2 through 6. Hartford
only won 10 games in these positions,
and Hughes swept her opponent, winning 6-0.6-0.
.
The team has overcome a wrinkle and
their record is still strong at 5-2. Their
blow-out singles match stats remain impressive. They hope they can keep on
improving, especially in doubles, so that
they can keep their wins coming, and get
ready for New Englands at the end of the
month.

FALL
Specials!
SAN FRANCISCO
PARIS
LONDON
BRUSSELS
MADRID
ROME

$159
$ 180
$ 183
$215

$259
$275

brings them out each day and that they
have the skill to win.
On Saturday, the team travelled north
to face Colby College. The Bantams were
coming off an exciting game that had
emotions flying and perhaps too volatile
for their own good. "We came out hard,"
said Guild. "Harder than we have all
year." But when things just weren't meshing the team fell hard. The Bantams
battled Colby throughout the first half
but two goals late frustrated the team

and made it difficult to recover. The
booters of Colby scored three more goals
in the second to put the game out of
reach.
The Trinity Women's Soccer team is
not the first team at Trinity to struggle
and every athlete at this school has felt
the frustration that the women are now
fighting through. We should not lose any
faith, instead we must show our support
and understanding. The team needs the
support of the Trinity community.

Senior Captain Alyson Guild chases a ball in
Wednesday's game against Clark.

WES SALEM

Defense Propels Bantams
continued from Page 24
downs and saw over 415 yards of combined total offense being made, the second half was the total opposite. Pardon
the baseball terminology, but in the second half, Trinity's defense came in for
the save.
Led by junior cornerback Craig
Borsari, Trinity's defense recorded/bur
second-half interceptions and held the
Continentals to just 115 yards. It was
Borsari's second interception that
sealed the victory for Trinity. Holding
a slim 21-14 lead with just 1:13 left in
the game, Borsari picked off a DeBlois'
pass and returned it 47 yards for a
touchdown. The interception was
Borsari's second of the game, fifth of his
career, and first-ever for a touchdown.
More importantly, the scoring play
sealed the victory for the Bantams, the
ninth consecutive for the team and
ninth in the last 11 games with
Hamilton.
Borsari had a hunch DeBlois was going to throw his way. "He (DeBlois)
glanced at the receiver before the snap.
We worked all week in practice knowing they were going to throw the ball.
We just had to step up and make some

plays." Indeed, Trinity did. In addition to Borsari's two interceptions, junior linebacker Ryan Burch added two
and strong safety Bob Ayer '97 one.
In the end, Trinity's defense saved the
game which was won by a regimented
offensive attack in the first-half. "I was
pleased with today's effort," commented Head Coach Don Miller, who
earned his 163rd win -just five shy of
tying James Ostendarp for the New England Division III record. "Hamilton's
a very good offensive team and they
played well today. But our defense
stepped up in the second half and
made some big plays. That was the difference."
For the game, Trinity outgained
Hamilton by just 12 yards, 313 to 301,
but it was the first time in three games
that the Bantams have totaled more
than their opponents. Leading the way
was Jones, who rushed for a seasonhigh 150 yards and scored his teamleading fifth touchdown. Jones was
named NESCAC Offensive Player of
the Week for his fine effort. Mullaney,
despite throwing four interceptions,
finished 6 of 14 for 103 yards and the
two scoring tosses, a career high.

Picture Yourself
in the
Peace Corps
Information Meeting at:
Trinity College
Rittenberg Lounge
Mather Hall
Wednesday, October 9
7pm
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Men's Soccer Bounces Back From Tough Loss
BY PETER RHOADS

Sports Writer

The men's soccer team split their
games this week. In league action, they
lost to cross-state rival Connecticut College 4-1 on Wednesday. Even though
they lost a poorly played contest on
Wednesday, the team rallied against
MIT. on Saturday, winning 2-1.
The Bants started out fine versus a
strong Connecticut College team, but
faltered over the stretch losing 4-1. Starting down, 1-0, in the first five minutes,
Trinity found it difficult to get focused.
Although the first goal, which scored off
of a redirected head ball, scored, a Connecticut College player was off sides.
This controversial call stood and the goal
counted. The Bants could not get anything started until halfway through the
first half.
Knowing they needed a big play the
two captains teamed up for a score to tie
the game at one apiece. Co-captain Marc
Salafia '97 crossed the ball on a corner
kick, and co-captain Jon Freeman '98
was able to rip a low ball that eluded
Connecticut's keeper. For the next ten
minutes the play was even, but at the
thirty minute mark there was a defensive breakdown and Connecticut took
advantage of the opportunity, scoring,
and increasing their lead to 2-1. The
Bants had a chance to tie the game up
when a Connecticut defender gave Trinity a penalty shot on a hand ball. With
Captain Mark Salafia '97 out of the game"
Chris Lui '97 took on the responsibility.
Although Lui made a great low shot to
the right side of the goal, the keeper
made an even better save and the Bants
remained down, 2-1.
In the second half, the Bantams were
not able to put together many good runs.
This led the team to become frustrated,
which was eviden t in the form of unnecessary fouls. Twenty-five minutes into
the game, the Connecticut College team
had a direct kick from one of .these fouls
and finished it with a phenomenal kick

that eluded keeper Craig Anderson, '99,
in the top right corner. As the Bants got
more frustrated, the more the team
played desperate. Another penalty set up
the fourth goal late in the game. The
team struggled through the game and
came out with a 4-1 loss.
The Bantams were reeling after their
loss to Connecticut College, but had to
prepare for their game against M.I.T. on
Saturday. Picking the team up were Captains Salafia and Freeman. Using the fact
that Trinity had lost to M.I.T 5-1 last year,
the two captains rallied their team for
Saturday's game.
The team came out strong and dominated the first half. In many aspects Trinity was playing their best soccer of the
year. The passing was crisp and the team
played tight. Although the team was
playing great, with scoring opportunities
from Salafia, Mike Baskoff, '98, Frank
Taylor, '97, Ian Stone, '99, and Jared
Fernandes '99, the team was unable to
convert them into goals. To make matters worse, two Bantam defenders collided in front of the goal, giving M.I.T, an
open shot on goal. M.I.T. scored to go up
1-0 with six minutes left in the half. This
was not only a worry because of the
score, but because of the defenders as
well. Trinity, already missing two of their
best defenders in Brian Krumrai '00 and
Daniel Rudolph '00, lost defender Andrew Hayes '99 with a leg injury in the
first twenty minutes of the first half.
The Bants could have been disillusioned with the team playing so well and
down a goal, but started the second half
playing strong again. Six minutes into
the half Salafia scored on a perfectly
placed penalty shot. With the game tied
for almost thirty minutes, Mike Wilson
'00 finished off a deflected Taylor pass
to make the score 2-1, and give the Bants
a victory. There was little doubt that the
teafrtvfetfld win as Trinity played one of
their most fundamentally sound games
of the year, but the victory was not secured until Wilson scored with thirteen
minutes left.

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
W A S H I N G T O N

D

C

Professional Graduate Programs
in Public Affairs

Jon Freeman '98 heads the ball against M.I.T. on Saturday.
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Pete Ponders
BY PETER GUINEY

Sports Editor

-As much as I would like to root
against the Yankees, I can't help but
cheer for the Bronx Bombers. Roberto
Alomar's actions with the umpire were
apauling, and have no place in sport. He
alone is a good enough reason to root
against the Orioles.
-Apathetic Fans of the Week award
goes to.;..the Hamilton College Football
fans. The second half of Saturday's game
went down to the wire, but when Craig
Borsari intercepted a Hamilton pass and
ran into the end zone, there was a mass
exodus from the Hamilton Stands. Guess
there was something better to do in
Clinton, NY.
-The Women's Soccer Team scored.
Let's keep this in mind...Rome was not
built in a day.
-The Field Hockey Team is doing its

job to make this an exciting fall sports
season. Jory Waldman scored a terrific
goal to beat Springfield, and Anna
Norland had two goals on Saturday to
beat Colby. They will look to extend
their winning streak at home on
Wednesday and Saturday.
-The Tennis Team is getting ready for
New Englands in a couple of weeks.
Ericajvlann
'^SJS^L^SXSSS^S&SASSU
have Tort? pla^cTl!BoTC*expectations,

compiling records of 6-1 and 5-2, respectively.
. -Volleyball. Didn't have a team last
year...this year's team is chaulk full of
freshmen, and are playing very well.
Check them out on Oct. 23 when they
play their second and final home match.
-Reading Week. Parents never seem to
understand why there is no answer at
dorm for an entire week. Great time to
catch up....on reading and sleep...one
more than the other. Also a good time
for a little ultimate frisbee on the Quad.

The following graduate programs in the School of Public Affairs
offer you the opportunity to learn new management and research skills
and to prepare for careers in a wide variety of government and
nongovernmental organizations, private or public research,
policy analysis and advocacy, and professional organizations:

Master of Public Policy
Master of Arts in Political Science
{including comparative politics)

Master of Public Administration
Master of Science in Justice, Law & Society
Master of Science in Organization Development
Master of Science in Personnel/Human Resource Management
Are you interested?

A representative of American University will visit the
Graduate & Professional School Fair
Wednesday, October 30, 1996 5:00 - 6:15 p.m.
Mather Center
Trinity College
'

orcontact:

American University School of Public Affairs
4400 Massachusetts Ave., NW Washington, DC 20016
Phone: (202) 885-6201 or 885-2940 * Fax: (202) 885-2353
E-mail: spagrad@american.edu
World Wide Web: http://www.american.edu
AN EQUAL OPPOfiTUNrTY/AFRtUMTIVe ACTION UNlVEFlSfTY
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Women's Rugby suffered a close loss to Vassar
College on Saturday. Above, Amie Duffy '98, lets the
fire in her belly come out her foot.

LAURA BLACKWELL

THIS WEEK College View Cafe Weekly
IN BANTAM Trivia Contest
Tuesday, October 8
Volleyball at Amherst, 7pm
Wednesday, October 9
Women's Tennis vs. UCONN, 3:00PM
Field Hockey vs. CONN COLLEGE, 3:30PM
Men's Soccer vs. AMHERST, 4:00PM
Thursday, October 10
Women's Soccer at Smith, 4:00PM
Saturday, October 12
Men's Soccer vs. TUFTS, 11:00AM
Women's Soccer vs. TUFTS, 11:00AM
Field Hockey vs. TUFTS, 11:00AM
Women's Tennis vs. TUFTS, 11:00AM
Cross Country at BANTAM INVITATIONAL,
12:00PM
Football vs. TUFTS, 1:30PM
Crew at Head of the Housatonic
Sunday, October 13
Crew at Head of the Connecticut
Wednesday, October 16
Women's Tennis vs. WESLE YAN, 3:00PM
Women's Soccer vs. NICHOLS, 4:00PM
Men's Soccer at Eastern Conn., 3:00

1. In what year did the Boston Red Sox last win the
World Series?
2. What Pac-10 school did golfer Tiger Woods attend
for two years?
3. Who is the NFL's all-time leading rusher?
4. What Division I College Football team has the most
career victories?
5. Where did Dr. J play his college basketball?
Congratulations to Brian Byrne '97 for winning last
week's contest.

Golf Results

Thursday, October 17
Field Hockey at Smith, 4:00PM
Volleyball at St. Joseph, 7:0pPM
[Saturday, October 19
7olTeyball at Amherst Tournament, 10:00AM
I Men's Soccer at Bowdoin, 11:00AM
Women's Soccer at Bowdoin, 11:00AM
Field Hockey at Bowdoin, 11:00AM
Football at Bowdoin, 1:30PM
Cross Country at Allentown Invitational,
10:30AM
Sunday, October 20
Crew at Head of the Charles

Rules: The first person to answer all five trivia
questions correctly and leave a voice mail at The
Tripod x2589 wins a pitcher of Beast from the
View.

Toski Tournament
at Amherst College
10/6-10/7
Mike Burns
80-73-153
Ben Golas
77-83-160
James Callaghan 82-84-166
Kevin Donovan 88-78-166
Dan Weinberg 87-85-172

Monday, October 21
Volleyball at Western Conn., 7:00PM

College Vfew C0M

Craig Borsari S98\

$10 With Coupon

2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse

Tuesdays $4.00 Pitchers*

Listen as the
Bantams walk all
over the Jumbos
and Polar Bears.
Listen to 89.3
WRTC

Athlete Of The
Week

SAVE $6.50 AT THE VIEW

GOOD NOON UNTIL CLOSING, ID REQUIRED

Take a break from

%.^n

Thursdays $4,00 Pitchers*
:*=Mil'sBest

J

iBorsari '98 had two
interceptions, including
one for a touchdown,
which secured the win
for the Football Team.
Bosari was also named
an Honorable Mention
for this weeks EC AC
Defensive player of the
week. He now has five
career interceptions
for the Bantams.. .
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Field Hockey Team Keeps On Rolling
BY AMANDA TUCKER

Sports Writer

The Trinity field hockey team
continued their domination of
their opposition this week by
beating both Springfield and
Colby. Their week started on
Wednesday when the team
played Springfield at home and
ended on Saturday when the
Bants travelled to Waterville,
Maine to play Colby on their
Parents' Weekend.
Springfield is a team that
plays on turf when at home, so
the whole team is very fast and
have very good stick skills. Trinity thought that if they came
out fast on the grass, a surface
Springfield is not as used to, that
they could score quick and take
Springfield out of the game. Instead, Trinity played very poorly
in the first half and seemed
down as Springfield scored first,
the first team to do chat to Trinity.
Jory Waldman, '97, single
handedly brought Trinity back
into the game when she scored
her first goal of the game on a
break away. Waldman continues to excel and leads the team,
in both goals and points Trin-

•*.>Senior Co-Captain Jenny Dakin gets ready for their match
against Springfield.

ity went into half time with the
score 1-1 and a resolve to play
better in the second half.
- With a new found determination, the team played a great second half. They continued to
dominate the half and should

have won the game in regulation with all of the shots that
they had. Yet, the game ended
with the score still 1-1 and Trinity found itself in its first overtime of the season.
It didn't take long for Trinity

JEN MOORE

to finish the game, as Waldman
scored her second goal of the
game. The goal came off a fast
break when the ball was
crossed from the right side of
the field where Anna Norland
'98' collected the ball afi'dtet'otit

a shot on goal. Her shot almost
scored but was just deflected
wide by the Springfield goalie.
The ball was about to go out of
bounds when Waldman
launched herself in the air and
dove, deflecting the ball with
her stick into the goal. With the
score, Trinity won its fifth
straight game. The goal was so
thrilling that even the heavy
rain could not dampen the high
spirits of the team. Coach
Robin Sheppard said that goalie
Kirsten Skedd '98, Nancy
Dwyer '99 and Waldman all
had good games for Trinity.
The team then began to prepare for their long trip to Colby.
The team left for Maine after
practice on Friday. The long bus
trip with the colorful bus driver
could not deter the team from
their goal of starting the season
6-0. The weather was beautiful,
a perfect day for field hockey.
Unfortunately not even the
weather could help the team
play well in the first half. The
team started off slow, and for
the second game in a row were
scored on first. The goal came

ff

l t e f t d 4

made the initial save, but coul
not stop the second shot. The
• ' continued on Page 20

Football Extends Volleyball Wins in
Winning Streak
BY GORDON M A N N

Sports Writer

BY At CARBONE

Sports Information Director

For the first time in "three
games,.the Trinity College football team, received grea t efforts
frombothits offensive and. defensive units. Even though, the
fine play came in differenthalves, Trinity still managed to
remain undefeated, improving
to 3-0 on the season. Before
1,730 spectators at Sceuben
Field, the Bantams outscored
Hamilton, 27~14,i« another exciting NESCAC football game.
With the victory, Trinity remains as one, of only two
NESCAC teams to still be undefeated CAmhetst is the other).
The victory was impressive,
since the Bantams showed no
letdown after their momentous victory over Williams a
week earlier. "After beating
Williams last week» we believed we could go undefeated,"
explained co-captain Rob
Norton, who again was on the
field for 100+ plays. "That's
why this game was so pivotal.
We are on a mission and we
have to knock each step down
to do it."
In the first half, it look like
the Bantams might score a
hundred points as the offense
dominated, Trinity raced out
to a 13-0 lead just 30 seconds
into the second quartet as
quarterback Joe Muikmey '98
threw two touchdowns passes,

a 12-yarder. to halfback Brian
Byrne-'97'and a nin^-yarder to
Norton. The'touc^dowr/was
h f
f
N t f "
AfteVftamiltorV scored to
cut the lead to six;l3-7, senior
halfback Ray Jones *97, rushing behind an .offensive,line
anchored by Joe-Cemtq '97
andGregTirtell'99, completed
a beautjful severtTplay,65'*yaTd
drive with a.five-yard scamper
into the end zone." Wheri
Mullaney completed the twopoint conyersion with an option- keeper, the Bantams-led
21-7 and appeared ready to pu t
the-game away.' However;-the'
Continentals-proceeded to
drive 75 yards in just 1:15, culminated by quarterback Dan
DeBlois' 22-yard touchdown
pass to Kelby Valenti, cutting
Trinity's lead to seven at halftime, 21-14.
Despite dominating the half
offensively (a season-high 228
yards of total offenseanda season-high point total), Trinity's
once big-lead grew smaller
and smaller as the'Continentals were having their way
with the Trinity defense.
Halftirne. A short period of
adjustment, fine-tuning; and
motivating. On.Saturday, it
was sort of a Dr. Jeckyl-Mr.
Hyde trick, In went a potent
Trinity offense, and .out came
a reenergized Trinity defensive unit. After .completing a
half that included five touchcontlnued an Page 21

After the rough showing at
the Williams Tournament a
week and a half ago, the Bantams volleyball team needed a
strong week. They got one as
they defeated Albertus Magnus
three sets to none and Clark
three sets to one this past week.
They also took second place at
the Rhode Island College Tournament on Saturday.
The Bantams entered Tuesday night's match against
Albertus Magnus of New Haven
having dropped all three
matches in Williamstown only
three days earlier. The team
quickly got back on track with
a straight set sweep of Albertus
Magnus, 15-10,15-8, and 15-12.
Freshman Stacey Chin and senior captain Maritza Ubides
had strong performances in the
win that raised Trinity's record
to 3-4.
This set the stage for the
Bantams' first home match in
nearly two years as the Clark
Warriors came to Hartford from
Worcester. Clark, a young team
much like Trinity, came out
with a lot of visible spirit. The
Bantams and the Warriors
battled to a 12-12 tie in the first
set when Harleigh Leach '00
had big spike to cause the Warnors to call a time out. Then
Leach came up with a big block
before Trinity closed out the
first set, 15-12.
The Bantams continued to
play strong up front as Nichole

Stacey Chin '00 smashes a ball in their first
home game in teo years.

Law '00 and Melissa Gillooly '00
gave key contributions. Trinity
opened up a 10-3 gap before the
Warriors scored the next four
points. However, Clark would
get no closer as the Bantams
took the second set, 15-7.
Trinity continued to dominate the match in the third set,

LAURA BLACKWELL

scoring two or three points for
every one scored by Clark.
Though Clark became less vocal, they kept the score close. At
one point, the score was 9-8
when the Warriors took a time
out. However the Bantams'
strong play, particularly by
continued on Page 20

